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If,lhat Itd like you
to lenow aborrt us
In today's business world of

multi-national conglomerates

and venture partnerships, it's
getting harder to know just

who stands behind the prod-

ucts you buy every day. But

there's no mystery about the
publisher of WOOD magazine:

Meredith Corporation. lt's a big

company for sure, but one with

a woodworker as chairman of

its executive committee.

II ave vou wondered why the
Il Beuer Homes and Garderzs brand
appears above WOOD on our
cover? Or how our parent com-
pany, Meredith Corporation, got
its start?

We include the BH&G brdrnd
above the WOOD logo because
of the recognition and trust it
carries for new readers who may
not be as familiar with us as
long-time subscribers. BF1&G is
the largest of many other publications
about family life and improving homes
produced by Meredith Corporation, a
media company that also owns TV stations.

So why am I telling you this? I thought
you might be curious, but also I want to
let you in on an important anniversary that
we're celebrating.

It was 100 years ago when E.T.
Meredith founded his publishing company
with the first issue of Successful Farming
magazine (which is still published today).
The next magazine in the Meredith stable
came along in 1922 with the publication

During a recent visit to Ted Meredith's work-
shop, I had a chance to look over a large platter
Ted fashioned from a box elder burl.

of Fruit, Garden and Home
(which became Better Homes
and Gardens in 1924).

Today, E.T.'s grandson, Ted
Meredith, who I am happy to
tell you is a dedicated wood-
worker, serves the company as
Chairman of the Executive
Committee. Ted has built some

ambitious projects in his gara;ge workshop
over the years, including a biplane and
two boats. His current project is the
restoration of a l930s-vintage plane, a
task with no shortage of woodworking
challenges, judging by the curved and
veneered instrument panels on Ted's
workbench.

As we mark this anniversary, it is my
sincere wish that we continue to serve
your needs for many years to come.
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0ur bulletin board for letters,

soundin board

f|ag cases torrc,fr
recipients and
fruifders
I am a subscriber to your magazine,
and have built many of your featured
projects. Little did I know what was in
store for me when I received the April
2002 issue. My roller coaster of emotions
began when the magazine arrived.

In that issue, you featured an article
(page 14) on Woodworkers United For
America (WUFA). This group formed
with the purpose of providing flag cases
to any family member of those who per-
ished as a result of terrorist activities on
September 11, 2001.

I contacted Mr. George Dubois, the
National Director of WUFA and
expressed my desire to build a couple
of flag cases. George assigned me the
privilege of making flag cases for the

Here's your chance to win great prizes : ing plan, or come up with something
and do a good turn for your fine-feathered i entirely original, we'll offer prizes for
friends as well. WOOb magazine has
teamed up with Chevrolet and other prize
sponsors to host our first-ever bird-
house/bird feeder contest, providing

both types of projects. lnclude an entry

zine's "For the Birds" contest before the
February 1, 2003 deadline.

After we judge the entries and award
the prizes, we'll auction the birdhouses
and bird feeders and turn the proceeds
over to the National Wildlife Federation's
Backyard Wildlife Habitat program.
Since 1973, this program has helped
people garden for wildlife. The program
encou rages everyone-homeowners
and community leaders alike-to plan

comments, and timely updates

Reader Ed Sallee (back /efi) was honored to build flag cases in memory of Gaptain Victor
Saracini, and proud to present them to Ellen Saracini and daughters Kirsten and Brielle.
A plaque in the upper left portion of each case bears a memorial and pilot's wings.

family of Captain Victor Saracini: his . I delivered the cases to Mrs. Saracini
wife, Ellen; two daughters, Kirsten and i this past spring (see the photo, above).
Brielle; and his mother, Anne. Captain i She and her daughters were wonderful.
Saracini was the pilot of United Airlines i I'd like to thank everyone who helped
Flight 175, the second plane to hit the i me with the cases. And thanks to my
World Trade Center. employer, McOollister's Transportation

I can't begin to tell you how honored I i Systems, Inc. of Burlington, New
was to share my love of woodworking in , Jersey, for transporting cases to New
such a manner. Thank you for bringing i York from various WUFA chapters.
this wonderful program to my attention. -Edward Sallee, Burlington, N.J.

A new woodr torking contest thatts literatly 3'For the Bitdstt

I
I

$8,000 in total prizes, with
$5,000 being awarded to
the Grand Prize Winner.

Tool-test update
.Stowable Sawhorses (issue 142, p.72):
The Web site for The Stanley Works is www.stanleyworks.com.

Article information online
Do you have a question on a project? You'll find a complete listing, from issue 1 through today, of all known
updates to past W00D maguine projects on our Web site at wunr.woodmagazine.com. Just clickon W00D
magazine on the left side of the screen. Then select Editorial Extras from the options on the next screen.

To enter, simply
build a birdhouse or
bird feeder that fits
one of the seven
prize categories
explained with our
entry form on page

form with each birdhouse or bird feeder
(you can submit up to seven total
entries) and mail itto WOOD maga-

their landscaping with the needs of
wildlife in mind, while offering abundant
help in how to do it.

The NWF ranks as the nation's
largest mem ber-supported conservation
group, uniting individuals, organizations,
businesses, and government to protect
wildlife, wild places, and the environ-
ment. For more on the NWF and its
programs, visit its Web site at
http://www.nwf.org.

Write Us!
Do you have comments, criticisms, suggestions,
or maybe even a compliment specifically relating to
an article that appeared in W00Da magazine?
Please write to:

Sounding Board
W00D magazine
1716 Locust St., GA-310
Des Moines, lA 5GXl9-3023

or, if you prefef send us an e-mail message at
soundingboard@rvoodmagazine.com.
Due to the volume of letters and e-mails we
receive, we can respond to and publish only
those of the greatest interest to our readers.

92. Choose a favorite exist-



great ideas for your shop

flrrsh-

ferilce
A simple router-table setup
for putting a finished edge
on plywood panels.

1f,|H*;i1tlffii?i:i::'"".
had to do a lot of flush trimming on the
solid-wood edging that dresses up the ply-
wood panels. He needed a foolproof way
to get the job done. A handheld router
with a flush-trim bit works, but it's easy to
accidentally tip the router and gouge the
edging and plywood. Chuck solved the
problem with the router-table-mounted
fence shown in the photo, above right.

Made of 3/q" plywood, the fence sits per-
pendicular to the table, as shown at right.
The lower edge of the fence is mounted l"
above the router-table surface, so it accom-
modates edging tp to 3/+" thick.

To build the project, cut its identically
sized fence and base to ll3/q" wide.
Measure your router table to determine the
length. Then cut matching notches in the
base and fence, positioned to align with
the bit hole in your table. Two triangular
braces hold the base and fence together.
The cleats at each end help position the
assembly on your router table.

Chuck also added a support panel to the
braces that stiffens the entire assembly. A
hole cut into the support accepts a shop-
vacuum hose to collect chips.

To use the fence, install a flush-trim bit
in your table-mounted router. Align the

fence face flush with the bit's pilot bear-
ing, and clamp the fence down. Hold the
edged plywood firrnly against the fence as
you make each pass, and the edging
comes out perfectly flush every time. al

Written by David Stone
Project design: Charles l. Hedlund
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine
Photograph: Mafi Baldwin

#8 x 11/z'  F.H. 1 x 1" notches,
wood screws centered

lnside width
matches long leg

of triangular brace.

V+ x 1/z x 16" Cleat sits flush with front
edge of base.

I
11e/q"

I

* All stock 7+" plywood
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workshop savvy

safie stonge
for cfrisels
Create a custom insert
to protect sharp edges.

W;irt :h;'"..
the drawer bottoms with felt. Here's how
to add extra protection for a set of chisels.

Plan the layorrt
Add up the handle diameters of the chisels
you want to store, and subtract the total
from the inside width of the drawer.
Divide that number by the spaces that
you'll need to get an approximate spacing
distance. Our set includes l0 chisels, so
we needed to account for l1 spaces. You
can vary the spacing by making the end
spaces bigger or smaller than the others.

Make the srrpporils
Place your longest chisel with the handle
flat on your workbench, and measure the
gaps beneath the femrle and the blade.
Also measure the length of the blade.
Now, make blade and femrle supports to
match those dimensions.

For the blade support, plane a board to
7s" thickness, rip itto 43/4", then cut it to a
length t/r0" less than the width of the
drawer. For the femrle support, rip a strip
l" wide. Plane itto t/z" thickness, and cut
it to the width of the drawer. Mark the
handle center points on the edge of each
support. Extend the points across the fer-
rule support.

Make a customized recess for each chisel
by marking on the edge of the blade sup-
port the width of each blade plus %e",
centered on the previously marked points.
At your tablesaw, set a dado blade to cut
V+" deep, and cut a dado between each set
of marks. Use the appropriate chisel and a
scrap of felt to test for a snug fit.

Keep your chisels
safe from damage,

well organized, and
looking good with
a simple series of
felt-lined dadoes.

Using a bit of the same diameter as the
femrle (we used a 32" Forstner), drill a
hole at each line on the femrle support
stock. To do this, clamp a fence on your
drill-press table to keep the holes lined up,
and locate the fence so that the holes will
hold the femrles at the desired height. (In
our case. we centered the holes Vz" from
the edge to leave Vs" of wood under each
femrle.) After drilling the holes, sand both
faces. Rip the stock through the center of
the holes to leave a series of notches.

Add finish and felt
Apply a stain or clear finish to match the
tool chest or storage unit. Coat the top and
sides of the femrle support, but only the
front edge of the blade support.

Cut an oversized piece of felt from the
fabric store. Mask the edges of the blade
support with tape, then spray adhesive on
the top and ends. Remove the tape, and
apply the felt, fitting it tightly into the
dadoes and around the ends. After the

Width of
drawer

Dado=width of

adhesive sets, tum the support upside-
down, and trim the felt along the edges
and the ends with a knife.

If your drawer bottom is unlined, cut a
piece of poster board %" smaller in length
and width than the inside dimensions of
the drawer.Apply double-faced tape to
the bottom of the poster board around its
perimeter. Cut felt 2" larger in length and
width than the poster board. Center the
poster board, top down, on the felt, trim
off the corners of the felt, and fold it onto
the tape. Flip the poster board over, and
press it into the drawer.

Place strips of cloth-backed, double-
faced tape on the blade support bottom,
and press it into the drawer. Finally, apply
double-faced tape to the bottom of the fer-
rule support, and press it into place. Q

Length of
;llongest

chisel blade

Blade support

Length of longest
chisel blade

Ferrule
I support

1/z'

Center
diameters
with center
of dadoes

chisel bfade + V.ra"'lKj/+" deep_------ \
Distance trom/

Photograph: Mafi Baldwin
lllustration: Roxanne LeMoine

chisel blade to
ferrule
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A guick tr:rn-aror-rnd project...

sdt ,-pepper
]AI3EJS

Dust off your lathe, choose any wood-ordinary to exotic-and
you'll have this set finished in an afternoon.

Ambrosia-bounty to woodtur ners
We made these shakers  f rom ambros ia  maple.
Noth ing more than sof t  maple,  th is  wood der ives i ts
co lo r  and  name  f rom the  ambros ia  bee t l e ,  a  wood -
bor ing insect .  The beet le  in  turn  takes i ts  name f rom
i ts  favor i te  food:  ambros ia  funous.

The  ambros ia  bee t l e ,  on l y  abou t  1 /4 "  l ong ,  bo res  p in -ho le  t unne l s  i n to  dy ing
t rees and f resh ly  cut  logs and lumber .  l t  does not  consume the wood.  lns tead,
i t  i n t r oduces  two  t ypes  o f  f ungus .  One ,  t he  ambros ia  f ungus ,  g rows  i n  t he  t un -
ne l s  and  i s  ea ten  by  t he  bee t l e .  The  o the r ,  a  s ta i n i ng  f ungus ,  g i ves  t he  wood
i t s  d i s t i nc t i ve  g reen i sh -g ray  t o  b l u i sh -b lack  sw i r l i ng  bands .

Because i t  needs the mois ture in  green wood to  surv ive,  you won ' t  have to
worry  about  beet les  l iv ing in  your  dr ied turn ing square.

1 4

_'!' 
:

' '  t ' t  -

' , ;* '"  l : . ."

l-::r

c lcl  sonre spice to r lcalt inres wit l t
th is  p leas inu lv  p lLrnt l - r  t r , r lncc l
shakcr  : ,c t .  A l l  rou neec l  is  u

la thc.  a  couplc  o1 'Fors tncr  b i ts .  lnc l  l ras ie
turn ins sk i l ls  t r i  t i r ln t  these at t l 'ac t i \  c
cl ining acccssories in a claslr.  Wc tLrrrrccl
this set l lonr an LrnLrsual tv1-lc of '  nraplc
(scc t lrc srclcbar. f t , / i ) .  but an1, s1-rccics
rv i l l  ckr .

Fo r  t he  i t ems  needed  to  bu i l d  t h i s
pro ject ,  see Tools  and Accessor ies
and  the  Buy ing  Gu ide  on  page  18 .

( . r t r t t i r t t t c t l  t t r t  1 tu ,qc  l ( t

WOOD rnagaz ine  C: i l l  , i ' r . . i , l f :



sa l t  &  pepper  shakers

Bore the blanks. and
make a jarnchrick
I Bore the charnbers
IFrom a 3x3x8" tuming square, cut two 33/e"-Iong
shaker blanks. Find the centers by drawing diagonals on

both ends of each blank.
Chuck a I3/8" Forstner
bit in your drill press.
Holding the blanks in a
handscrew clamp, drill
centered Vz"-deep coun-
terbores in their bottoms.
Change to a 1" Forstner
bit, and set the depth
stop to drill within 3/e" of
the bottom of each
blank. Centering the bit
in the counterbores. drill
the chambers.

Tools: Drill press,
1 " and 1sle" Forstner bits
Speed: 500 rpm for the 1"
bit, 250 rpm for the 1-3le" bit

Q l[:[i,nnn?#J'nn "''
U fit in the blank's

&*:,sl*
Q ori l t tne
counterbore

with a 1-3le"
Forstner

bit .

) Eabticate a iarn chrrck
Er Laminate two z/qx3/zx3Vz" pieces of hardwood
scrap to make alVz"-thick jam-chuck blank. Center your
3" faceplate on the blank, trace around it, and bandsaw
to the line. Drill pilot holes, and screw the faceplate to
the blank. The screws should penetrate no more than Vz"
into the jam-chuck blank. Mount the faceplate on your
lathe. Using your parting tool, make a gauging cut at the
blank's edge, turning a %" shoulder that fits tightly into
the shaker blank's counterbore. Making overlapping
cuts with your parting tool, widen the shoulder to 1/r0",

maintaining a snug fit in the blank's counterbore.

Tools: Parting tool
Tool rest: Center
Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

Screws penetrate
no more than t/2".

_ - ) counterbore.

_T
I

Friction fit in
blank's 1ele"
counterbore

I
: , ,

1 6

the shoulder.

Turn the shakers
I Make the ternplate
I trrtake a copy of the shaker template full-size pattern on the
WOOD PATTERNS@ insert. Use spray adhesive to adhere the pat-
tern to a Vax2v4x4" piece of tempered hardboard. Bandsaw and
sand the template to the pattern line.

) T-ue the blanks
Cr Mount the first blank on the jam chuck. Make sure the blank
sits completely flat on the chuck. Engage the tailstock center. Use
your 3/e" bowl gouge to shape the blank into a 3"-diameter cylinder.

Tools: Bowl gouge
Tool rest: Below center
Speed:600-800 rpm

IYIake
garrging crrts

Lay the template on the
blank, aligning the bottom of
the 

'shaker 
profile with the

blank's bottom edge. Mark _6
the locations of the critical
diameters. Using a parting
tool and outside calipers,
make gauging cuts in the
blank to the diameters indi-
cated on the template, as
shown in the photo, right.

Tools: Parting tool, calipers
Tool rest: Center
Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

Q H4arf the locations of
Ine cflilcat orameters.

@ Cut to the diameter shown on the template.

Corttinued on page IB

WOOD magazine October 2002
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r--| @Ct""n up the entire length of the blank.

Tailstock center

f grru"the blank to 3" diameter.



sa l t  &  pepper  shakers

Forrn the side profile
Using a 3/s" spindle gouge, form the side profile on the shaker's

lower section. Cut away the jam chuck, where shown, to provide
clearance for your tuming tool, and later for checking the profile
with the pattern.

Tool: Spindle gouge
Tool rest: Slightly below center
Speed: 1,200-1,600 rpm

Roll the
beads

Roll the beads with your
parting tool. Switch to
yout 3/+" skew chisel, and
form the domed top, cutting
as close to the tailstock
center as possible. Dis-
engage the tailstock, and
finish the top of the dome.
Form a slight V-groove at
the base of the lower bead,
as shown in the photo,left.
Check your profile with
the template.

Tools: Parting tool,
skew chisel
Tool rest: Slightly above
center
Speed: 800-1,200 rpm

@ Porr a shallow V-groove.

@ Oisengage the tailstock,
and finish the top
of the dome.

Finishingup
1 

Dritl the shaker holes
I With the lathe running, use a pencil to mark the cen-
ter and a s/s" -diarneter circle centered on the dome top.
Stop the lathe. Using your toolrest as a straightedge, mark
90o "crosshairs" through the centerpoint to locate the
holes for the salt shaker. (Draw a single straight line
through the center for the pepper shaker.) Remove the
shaker from the jam chuck. To keep the drill bit from
wandering on the curved surface, mark hole locations
with an awl at the center and where the lines intersect
the circle. Chuck aVr6" bit in your drill press and drill the
holes through the dome into the chamber.

D Apply the finish
Cr Remount the shaker on the jam chuck. Sand the
shaker with a progression of 120- 220- 320-grit sandpa-
pers. Apply a clear finish. We used Mylands Friction
Polish, following the directions on the bottle. When the
finish dries, clear the shaker holes by twisting a Vrs"
drill bit through them. Repeat the turning and finishing
steps with the other shaker blank. For quick recognition,
stain the pepper shaker before applying the clear finish.
We used ZAR no. 113 Fruitwood stain. To absorb the
latent moisture in the wood and keep the salt and pepper
dry, add a teaspoon of dry rice grains to the shakers
when filling them. Push the rubber bungs into the bot-
toms of the chambers. See the Buying Guide for our
source for the finish, bungs, and turning blank. lF

Tools and Accessories: 3" faceplate, %" bowl gouge, parting tool, %" spin-
dle gouge,3/" skew chisel, outside calipers, and 1" and 17s" Forstner bits.

Buying Guide
Finish and bungs. Mylands High Build Friction Polish (4-ounce bottle)
no,949-4000, $5.50 ppd,; rubber bungs for l" holes (2), kit no. 923-0148,
$9.99 ppd. Available from source listed belorv.
Finish, bungs, and wood. ltems above plus the 3x3x8" turning square listed.
Ash no. 901 -8700, $13.99 ppd.; maple no, 901-8701 , $1 3.99 ppd.; walnut no.
901-8702, $15,99 ppd., ambrosia maple no,901-8703, $15.99 ppd. Prices
reflect a 10 percent discount to W00Do magazine readers. Craft Supplies
USA, Call 800/551-8876, or go to www.woodturnerscatalog.com.

Written by Jan Svec with Phil Brennion and Jeff Mertz
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Marty Baldwin

i l w
0 O Form the dome, working

as close as possible to

HOLE LAYOUTS

i i  \=z i
f  

_ '  t_____{__________-_____ j  :_________

n_ \@ rorm the side profile.

O crt 
"*"y 

1"r chuck.

1 8

the tailstock center.
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ftirdrs-rnou

barrel of fun and requires little monkeying
around when you use one of these unique cutters.

frits
Making cones, columns, or cylinders is a

wd"Hl+5#::,#lv
booms. We landlubbers can take advan-
tage of this sffong edge-to-edge joint,
shown attop right, when making cylindri-
cal objects, such as columns, arched chest
lids. or turned vessels.

blades and bits

Leave a small, flat bearing surface above (or
below) the cutter for the workpiece to ride
against the outfeed fence. This "rib" can be
sanded or hand-planed away after assembly, or
left intact for a decorative effect.

The bird's-mouth joint tops a miter
joint for a number of reasons: First, intro-
ducing the cutaway "mouth" creates more
gluing surface. Secondly, the mouth cra-
dles the mating workpiece, making it
nearly impossible for the joint to slip out
of alignment during a glue-up. Finally,
you cut only one side of the joint, so you

reduce your machining time-and
chance for error-by half.

A rorrter bit rnakes
the ioint foolproof
Boatbuilders make the bird's-
mouth joint on very long pieces
using a tablesaw. As with any
multi-faceted project, though, a
tiny error in the cutting angle can
become huge when compounded at
each joint. You'll reduce your error
rate to near nil, however, when you
machine your workpieces with a
bird's-mouth router bit (Ire Valley
Tools, www.leevalley.com, or
800/871-8158). By foing the cut-
ting angle at the factory, these bits
virtually guarantee your success
when making 6-, 8-, I2-, ot 16-
sided cylinders.

So, how many sides do you
need? That depends ultimately on
the nature of the project. The more
sides in your cylinder, the smoother
the curve. If you plan to turn the
cylinder blank round, more sides
also mean less waste, because you

can use thinner stock to construct the
blank. On the other hand, if you want the
cylinder to have an angular, faceted look,
use fewer sides.

For a simple column, setting up to use
the bit is as simple as the joint is sffong. In
your router table, install the proper bit for
the number of sides (or staves) in your
cylinder. Set the bit's cutting height to
leave a small (say, Vzz"), flat bearing sur-
face on the workpiece, as shown in the
photo at left.

After routing all the staves for the cylin-
der, apply glue to the routed edges, stand
the staves on end, and clamp them togeth-
er with band clamps. If you have a lot of
sides to assemble, a pair of scrapwood
discs that fit inside the cylinder will help
keep it round.

Think orrtside
the cylinder
Want to be a little more creative? You can
use the joint to decorate and "break" the
edges of a case or chest, as shown in the
photo on page 22. Or, if you're up for a
challenge, use bird's-mouth bits to create
tapered cylinders or cones, like the ones
illusfrated onpage 22.

Things start to get a little tricky here,
though, as the number of staves in the
cone doesn't necessarily match the num-
ber of the cutter. (For example, the
l2-side cutter can be used to cut cones
with 3-12 staves.) The fewer the staves,

Continued on page 22
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IN
SEATS

AND BEAUTIFUL
WOOD FLOORS-

COURTESY OF
VARATHANE.' '

Now you can achieve beaut i fu l ly
ref in ished wood f loors by yoursel f

wi th Varathane@ Diamond Wood
Finish premium polyurethanes. With
Varathane the result is a professional

f in ish wi th long last ing durabi l i ty .
And noq Varathane is giving you the
opportunity to see your favorite pro

basketbal l  p layers in act ion.  The
America's Most Flawed Floor Contest
wi f  l  award one Grand Pr ize
winner wi th everything needed to
ref in ish their  wood f loors,  including
Varathane Diamond Wood Finish
products,  as wel l  as two f loor seat
t ickets to the most star-packed
professional basketball game of the
year ( t raveland hotel  included).

' : r i :  
,  : : - . . '  :

F l oons  rHrs  BEAUTTFUL
H A V E  N E V E R  B E E N  S O  E A S Y .

Contest is open August I - November 30, 2002 to
adults ages I 8 and over. Enter online at varathane.com,
or mail entries, including first and last name, date of
birth, address (including zip code), telephone number,
color photograph of your wood floor and a description
in I OO words or less of why your wood floors need to be
refinished. Mail entry in a stamped envelope to:
America's Most Flawed Floor Contest, ZOO E.
Randolph Dr, 63rd Floor, Chicago, lL 60601. Entries
must be postmarked by Saturday, November 3O, 2OO2.
No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. For
official contest rules visit varathane.com

w
ORFLO

www.varathane.com @20O2 Rust-Oleum Corporation
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Use  a  b i rd ' s -mou th  b i t  t o  so f ten  (o r  h igh -
l i gh t )  t he  co rne r  j o in ts  o f  a  l a rge  p ro jec t ,
such  as  an  en te r ta inmen t  cen te r "

B IRD 'S-MOUTH BITS CAN MAKE
T H E S E  S H A P E S  A N D  M O R E
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16 -s ide  cu t te r

11  s i des
12-s ide cut ter

6  s ides
6-s ide  cu t te r

8  s i d e s
12-s ide  cu t te r
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15  s ides
16-s ide cut ter



project designer's notebook

c,frifd-safie

afety standards for
bunk beds were adopt-
ed by the U.S.

Consumer Products Safety
Commission in 1999. These
standards apply to any bed
having the underside of its
foundation more than 30"
above the floor. For the complete text of
the standards, including methods of testing
for compliance, go to the CPSC Web site
at www.cpsc.gov. Click on search, and
type in "bunk bed standards." Click on
"Safety Standard for Bunk Beds."
You'll need Adobe Acrobat to view
the document.

To make it easier to understand these
standards, we've boiled them down to
nine key points:

ftf*o guardrails are required.
\!-/tf a ladder is attached to one side.
the guardrail on the other side must
be continuous.

lfifne gap between the continuous
V nuutdrail and the end structures
aunnof a*a eed 7,/tz" .

frdbeds
Bunk beds save

space-a welcome

feature for a youngf,

growing family.

Equally important

is that they are

designed with

safety in mind.

Here's what you

need to know

before you plan

your own bunk

beds or modify

existing plans.

@;rul:rT
one suardrail is allowed for ladder access.

(/)Guardrails must be attached to the

\-7bed in a manner that prevents

accidental dislodging or intentional

removal by a child.

ff lrn. top of the guardrails must
\Ybe a[ least 5" above the top of
the mattress.

fflrh. upper edge of the upper bunk
Y/end structures must be at least 5"
above the top of the mattress for at least
50 percent of the distance between the
corner posts.

flwith the mattress removed, any
V-/op.ning in these areas on both side
and both end structures of the upper bunk
must be small enough to prevent the
passage of a 3t/2"-diameter rigid sphere.

f$wirn the mattress removed, any
Vopening in this area of the end
structures of the lower bunk must be
small enough to prevent the passage of a
3t/2"-diameter rigid sphere or large
enough to allow the passage of a
9"-diameter rigid sphere.

fi)witfr the mattress removed, any
\9opening in this area of the end
structures of the lower bunk large enough
to allow the passage of a 9"-diameter
rigid sphere must be configured to avoid
the entrapment of a child's neck. i
l,,lote: While not a requirement of the
CPSC standard, we recomnxend screwinR
the mattress plaforms to the bedrails.

l l lustrat ion: Roxanne LeMoine. Lorna Johnson
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short cuts

Dowuharrcaven
for yesterday'sioots?

members, the M-WTCA
has since blossomed into
an organization of 4,(X)0.
But dontt let the name
fool you: Membership spans all50 states
and six counfries.

According to the mission statemenl the
M-WTCA dedicates itself 'to the study,
preservation, and understanding of the
early tools, implements, and devices used
by our ancestors in their liomes, shops, on
the farms, and on the seaS, and to a better
perception of the indusfties and crafu in
which these tools were used." That means
more than just woodworking tools, though
these tools play a significant part.

News and notes from the woodworking world

Your father gave you an old wooden
molding plane; your great-uncle left you a
century-old handsaw. At a garage sale
down the steet, you bought up a pair of
wooden handscrews for next to nothing.
Somewhere along the way you caught the
antique{ool-collecting bug, but where do
you go from here? Try the Mid-West Tool
Collectors Association.

Begun in Chicago in 1968 with just 16

A membership fee of $25 per year ($33
for Canada and $40 for other counfries)
entitles you to several worthwhile benefits.
You get a subscriptiontoTHB GNST-
MIIL, a quarterly magazine containing
educational articles on tool collecting. You
receive reprints of out-of-print tool-related
literature, ffade manuals, and catalogs.
And, finally, you can affend the area
meetings held in any of the 18 geographic

locations, or the biannual
national meetings.

These meetings include
tours to museums and

restorations, lecfures, seminars, and films
and demonsfrations of early crafts. They
also provide space where members can
display their special collections, and bring
along antique tools for sale and tade.

For an application form, or more infor-
mation on M-WTCA, write to Mid-West
Tool Collectors Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 8016, Berkeley, CA9n07, USA, or
go to theirWeb site at www.mwtca.org
and see their home page.
Photograph by John G. Wells

As a member of the M-WTCA, not only can you research antique tools, such as these,
you develop friendships with like-minded collectors that can last a lifetime.
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YOU CAN give gour outdoor metal
furniture and arressories a trulg
distinilive look with Fust-0leum

Stops'Fust aerosol paints. The rhip
resistanre and color retention gou've

tome to expert from Fust-0leum are
now available in exciting finishes surh

as Metallir, Hammered,Satin and
Textured. 0on't need to repaintthe

furniture? Trg it on outdoor light fixtures.
In fart, Bust-0leum works wonders
on wood, ronrrete or masonrg. And
remember, Fust-0leum paints are

alwags at home on interior proieils, too.

.+

HOW T0 paint previouslg painted

metal and/or partiallg rusted surfares:
1. Sand or wire brush to remove all

loose rust and/or rhipping paint.
2. Finse and drg thoroughlg. A rlean,

drg surface is essential.
3. Prime rusted areas with

Rust-0leum' Fustg Metal Primer.
For all other areas, prime with
Hust-0leum' flean Metal Primer.
For lightlg rusted areas, gou ran
use Fust-[Jleum Fust Reformer'
which neutralizes rust and creates
a surface that can be topcoated.

4. Paint, and take pride in gour
improvement!

Visit www.rustoleum.rom for information on the
entire portfolio of Fust-0leum top-qualitg paints

and surfare roatings.

nusr*terEux
B R A N D S

s t o p p i n g  r u s t  i s  i u s t  t h e  s t a r t l "

wood anecdote

Bdoo
The "wood" that comes from grass

ew Westerners think
of bamboo as any-
thing but a houseplant,

i : i

garden accent, or snack for a
panda. But throughout much of
the world, bamboo provides
durable building material. Soon, ,
more of us in the United States
may find bamboo right under our
feet, literally, as bamboo flooring ,
is a hot new trend.

Surprisingly, bamboo isn't even ,;
wood-it's grass, and an amazing l
grass at that. These prolific, tree-
like plants (hundreds of varieties exist)
grow incredibly fast. Plants reach harvest-
ing size (around 20') in 3-5 years, then
regrow after cutting.

Bamboo flooring, above, consists of
stalks (called culms) cut into strips, planed
to about 3Ad" thick, and glued into planks.

Natural
Bamboo's natural color
is light tan. Heating the

stalks "carbonizes" and darkens them.
The flooring cross-sections, top, show
"vertical" planks (left) and "horizontal"
(right). Planks measure 37ex36".

wide are laminated in two-or three layers.
In "vertical" planks, the strips are face-
glued, which exposes the culms' edges.
Planks join using tongues and grooves.

The result is a beautiful, even-toned
floor without knots or wild grain. Instead,
just thin, straight lines remain, intemrpted

only by subtle markings at the
culm joints.

More surprising than bamboo's looks is
its strength. A bamboo floor provides 50
percent more dimensional stability than
red oak, and rivals maple in hardness.

Bamboo has a lieht hue. but takes on a
caramel tone when the stalks are heat-

ed and "carbonized." The color runs
throughout, eliminating the need for stain.

Not all flooring retailers stock bamboo,
but it is getting more common. Pricing
compares to maple, at $5-$7 per square
foot, uninstalled.

As bamboo gains popularity, look for
more products made from these versatile
plants, such as door panels, veneered ply-
wood, and even laminated "boards" for
furniture. JF

Written by David Stone with
Peter J. Stephano

Photographs: Marty Baldwin

In the "horizontal"
style, strips about 1"

After harvest,
bamboo plants
regenerate from
the existing
stalks. This
accelerates new
growth and
eliminates the
need for
replanting.
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Sander swings into action,
swirrels to stotv

ti
Helping you work faster, smarter, and

Sometimes a benchtop power tool, such
as a drum sander, stores efficiently fac-
ing one direction, but must be rotated to
go to work. Other times, such as with a
belVdisc sander, there are two working
positions. I solved these problems by
creating a benchtop platform that rotates
on a lazy-Susan bearing. Here's how
you can, too.

Cut the platform ttom 3/q" plywood. Drill
holes through it for the mounting bolts,

and install T-nuts on the underside of
the platform. Test-fit the tool, making
certain that the bolts don't protrude
more than 1/q", or they wil l drag on the
bench. lf they do, buy shorter bolts or
hacksaw them to length.

Remove the tool, and screw the lazy-
Susan bearing to the bottom of the plat-
form, Dr i l l  1"  access holes through the
platform, and screw the assembly to
your bench. Mount the tool, and rotate it

into its working position.
Dr i l l  a s/0" hole near one
corner of the base and
into your bench to
accept a bolt that keeps
the platform from turning
whi le you're working.

-Ken Prill,

Chippewa Falls, Wis.

\ nnner

You might think a guy who designs
and builds high-end custom furniture
for a living learned his art at the side
of a master craftsman. But Ken Prill
learned it all by reading. "I'll bet I
have 500 books andmagazines on
woodworking," our Top Shop Tip
winner says.

Ken often adorns his work with
hand-carved features. And business
must be good because he has little time
to pursue carving for pleasure, as with
the elk relief he started three years ago
(shown above). We're glad he took the
time to send in the Top Shop Tip, at
left, and we think you will be too.

For sending
this issue's Top
Shop Tip, we're
sending Ken Prill an
HTC Multi-Fence 50" #,--l
tablesaw fence sys-
tem. Attaboy, Ken!

Tell us how you've solved a workshop
dilemma, and we'll send you $75 if we
print your solution. And, if we name
your tip as the Top Shop Tip, you'll
also win a tool worth at least $250.

Send your best tips, along with pho-
tos or illustrations and your daytime
telephone number, to: Shop Tips,
WOODa Magazine,IT16 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines,IA 50309-
3023. You can also e-mail tips to
shoptips @woodmagazine.com, or
post them on our Top Shop Tip forum
at www.woodonline.com.

Because we try to publish only origi-
nal tips, please send your tips only to
WOOD magazine. Sorry, but we can't
return your materials.

WOOD magaz ine  October  2002
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Sometimes the little things make the biggest difference,and when it comes to fine fur-
niture, the detail that makes the most lasting impression is the construction of the
doors. Designed for CMT by master woodworker Lonnie Bird, our Divided Light Door
Set and SmallArch Door Set let you create beautifully crafted doors that will speak of
your dedication and craftsmanship for generations to come.

Each set includes three 1/2" shank router bits that del iver clean cuts, rock-sol id joints
and elegant detail. And every CMT bit features the finest steel and micrograin carbide,
anti-kickback design and our trademark orange* nonstick coating. For the perfect f in-
ishing touch on your next project look to CMT, where two generations of toolmaking
expertise are the perfect match for your heirloom quality work.

Visit your CMT Distributor
for the finest router bits,
saw blades, shaper cutters,
accessories and more!

\ /

cfttil
rk r,^q O?ANQE,*,,

p.ll

For a distr ibutor in your
area call: 888-268-2487,

or visi t  our website at:
www.cmtusa.com

Small Arch Door Set. l tem # 800.524.11

shop tips

Foolproof hanging
rnlith keyhole slots
Keyhole slots are a great way to affix
wooden hangings, such as a shelf or
picture, to a wall. But if the mounting
screws aren't perfectly level, or spaced
exactly the same as the slots, the job

can become a nightmare. Here's a solu-
tion that works great.

I attach short pieces of masking tape
to the top of my level and, using the
keyhole slots themselves, I mark the
locations of the slots on the tape, as
shown in Step 1. lf I want to center the
wall hanging between two objects, I also
make a third mark. centered between
the two marks.

After f inding the mounting location for
the shelf, I mark the center of the shelf
at the correct height. I place the level's
center mark on that mark, make certain
it 's level, then mark the screw locations
using the other two marks, as shown in
Step 2. Finally, I drive the mounting
screws on those marks. My hangings
are always right on the money and level.

-Bill Vanderhoot Hanover, Pa.

@
Mark centerli
locations on
to level.

ne and keyhole-slot
masking tape affixed

Continued on page j4
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Your Hands. Your Tools. Your Fcmily's Comforl.
You con put it oll together with o
Rodiont Floor Compony underf loor
heoting system.

We give you oll the informotion ond
our technicions work WITH you to
design o system to suit your needs.

Our instollotion monuol is pocked
with dozens of lobor soving tips.

For use with q domestic woter heoter
or boiler. Coll for o free quote.

We toke the mystery out of
Rodiqnt Heot.

Visit our website ond see how simple
ond offordoble it con be.

www. rod io ntcom pq ny.co m
Toll Frce |.865-WAR h-TOES
r-86-927-6863 . r -802-525-1 132

GAS, PROPANE, SOIAR, OIL, WOOD, EIECTRIC, GEOTHER'iAAI
Toll free customer ossistonce . Free Design Service . Free Brochure ' Low Prices

IlIFORMATIOil
WORTH WRITITIG
FOR
A ffloment at Yaepr
Tirne fsr a Wealth of
{fiterffiatian'
Top-quality catalogs and brochures
from the nation's leading wood-
working companies; the easy way
for those who enioy woodworhing
to explore products and services
that will enhance the entire
experience. Before you start your

next proiect, turn to the back of this
magazine, complete the order card
and receive a wealth of .,.

ilFonmAn0il w0HrH
WRMilG FOR

tuHgPtlw
100s8 l0non t0lncrl $stom
Journeymon Tool (ompony, [L( r Horiton, Wl

Made in fte USA r llS HIHIS tm7,033 Allll 6,1 | 6,S26

shop tips

Pine plrrgs solve
parilicleboard prr-zlet
I recently was faced with installing
hinges on the lid of a toy box made of
particleboard-a material notorious for
not holding screws well. After puzzling
over it for awhile, I finally decided to
give the screws something more sub-
stantial to bite into.

After marking the hinge locations, I
used a Forstner bit to bore 7e" holes at
each screw location, just deep enough
to accept %" flat-top, tapered, pine
plugs at each location. (Plugs work bet-
ter than dowels because, with dowels,
you're screwing into end grain.)

I glued the plugs in place and tapped
them flush, then immediately marked
and drilled pilot holes for the screws,
and installed the hinges, As I drove the
screws, they spread the plugs just
enough to form a tight bond with the
particleboard. I expect these joints will
outlast the toy box itself!

-Jon Murphy, Auburn, Wash., via W00D ONLINE@
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Gard trick prevents
Whenever I get an unsolicited plastic
card in the mail, I save it, sometimes
using i t  as a spreader for  g lue or spack-
l ing.  But my favor i te use is as a nai l ing
shield to orevent hammer dents on
wood surfaces.

Preparing a card for use is easy: Simply
dril l  or punch holes larger than the finish-
ing nails or brads you'l l drive. After driving
the fastener flush with the card, use a nail
set to slightly bury the head.

A security note: Old phone cards and
membership cards are good candidates
for this application, but credit cards
should be completely destroyed,

harnrnef dents

-Joe Carlino, Plainfield, lll.

Fixtrrre steps up to lend a hand
To support workpieces, I made a sim- r "steps," as shown below. Each step
ple T-shaped fixture that secures to my i sets the correct height for a different
portable clamping workstation. By i tool. Now when I need to support a long
adjusting the height of the fixture, I can : or wide workpiece, I simply clamp the
use it with various tools, such as my table- , fixture between the jaws of the worksta-
saw, radial-arm saw, router table, etc, , tion, resting it on the appropriate steps,

To instantly adjust to the proper , and the height is spot-on every time.
height for each tool, I added hardboard : -Al Finch, Baltimore, Md.

Continued on page .J6

2x4 support,30" long

"r-T
o',.ffii 1

.*{) | \ 3/a x 13/ax 14" cleats

"iF 
screwed to PlYwood3/a" illit;?';dppori

/+" hardboard steps,
2" wide

7+" plywood,
10"  wide

11/z" hanging hole
@

G
- @

-N
\\r
\\
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Bulld a Plctule Frene

lnstall lnsulation

upholrtor a c[alr

@+
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There are s0 many iobs the uersatile
ARROW TsO'PBil Staple+Nail Gun can do.

It shoob 6 different size staples and also drives And, because of its all-steel construction with
a 5/8" brad nail. Thanks to its "Easy Squeeze carbon hardened steel working parts, the
Double leverage Mechanism" and cushioned rugged T5O'PBN will be a reliable member of
grip, this tool is a breeze to use. your tool box for many years to come.

Ann(M fuqls anil sapplies are available at hone centers, Iunberyards and fiardware stores.

U.S.A.: Arrow Fastener Company, Inc., 27t Mayhill Street, Saddle Brook, N.J. 07663
United Kingdom: Arrow Fastener tU.K.l Ltd., t4 Barclay Road, Croydon, Surrey CRo tJN
Canada: Jardel DistributoF, lnc., 6505 Metropolitan Blvd. East, Montreal, euebec H1p lX9

O 2OO1 ARROW FASTENER CO,. INC.
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Ghrrte sarrdirrg drrst
riglrt into vac hose
Grab a scrap piece of 2x10 and make a
drill-press accessory that helps make
drum-sanding a less dusty operation.
Use a holesaw to drill the centered 3"
hole, and cut the chute with your band-
saw or jigsaw, Then, clamp the jig to
your drill-press table. Air currents creat-
ed by the spinning drum direct dust into
the chute, and the vacuum system takes
over from there.

-Ernest Peters, Brighton, )ntario

*For 1%" vacuum hose



Lav it on the line
] t -for precise crrtoffs
Take a few minutes to build this cut-off
j ig in your shop, and you'l l take accuracy
with you anywhere. The jig, shown in the
fop drawing, was designed for 6" deck
boards, but you can easily scale the
concept to any size-or any miter
angle-you need.

After bui ld ing the j ig a
litt le oversized, use your
circular saw against the
fence to trim the end of
the j ig to f inal  length.
The end now represents
the cut that particular
saw wi l l  make.

Post rrotes on proiect
rrpdates arild hints
An issue or two after a project appears
in a woodworking magazine, you'l l
sometimes read suggestions from read-
ers who have built i t. When I run across
these items, I jot them on self-adhesive
note paper and stick the notes on the
first page of the original article. Or, if
there's an accompanying drawing, I pho-
tocopy the magazine update and tape
that to the original article. That way, if I

Simply mark the board where you want
to cut it, position the stop against the
edge of your workpiece, and align the
end of the j ig with the marked cutl ine.
Push your saw across the j ig,  and you' l l
sl ice the board right on the money.

Richard Rose. Durham. Maine

build the project later, l ' l l  have the ben-
efit of others' experience right at hand.

-Mike Brenton, Chemainos, 8.C.,
via W00D ONLINE

Get a new Shop Tip every week-
day when you log on to our Web
site at www.woodonline.com. Just
click on "Shop Tip of the Day" to
work smarter, not harder.
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askwood
Answers t0 your questions from letters,
e-mails, and W00D ONL|NEo

Mate.lring aged cfrerty
can be the pits
n I know cherry darkens as it

\| ages, but I'm wondering how to
cope with that fact in two different situ-
ations: lf you add cabinets alongside
some that were recently built and
installed, will the color difference even
out? And what about placing new cabi-
nets next to some that were built back
in the 1970s?

-Don Borden, vra W00D 0NLINE

We have good news and bad

news, Don. Cherry starts to dark-

en immediately after i t 's surfaced and

exposed to l ight. br"rt  new projects should
"catch up" to projects that have been f in-

ished within the past year or so. That 's

assuming that the lumber used in both

projects was the same shade to begin

with. and f inished the same way.

Now. the bad news. I t 's not l ikely that

new chery will ever match cherry that has

been darkening for 20 or 30 years. Your

best bet is to flnd some aged cheny, and

build with that.

Other options include

some big chal- ffiE
lenges. You can't
lighten up the
wood in old pro-
jects by sanding: i

Lou lrion, lon_e- ,;ri

tirne builder of

period furniture

You might be able to match this raw
cherry board with this f inished drawer,
which has aged for a
year. But, the
older the
or ig ina l
piece, the
harder i t  is to
match i t .

and now the owner of the Irion Lumber

Co. in Pennsylvania, points out that cheny

darkens beneath the surface over the

years. As for darkening new boards. Lou

has tried some chemical aging methods,

but hasn't been satisifed with the lesults.

That leaves you with the possibility of

staining. But if you stain the new wood to

the perfect color, the look will chan-qe as

years go by. And if you set out to stain

both new and old wood to a matching

color. "You would have to go so dark that

the stain would cover up the natural look

of the wood. That would defeat the pur-

pose of using an inherently beautiful wood

like cherry," Lou says.

Of course, there's another way to get

old and new to match perlectly. You

could remove the face frames. doors. and

drawers fiorn your old cabinets. and build

replacements from the same batch of cher-

ry yoll use for the new cabinets.
-W00Do magazine
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For the rorrter
tlratts lost its grip
f| I've been using my faithful

Y router for over 20 years. but
now the bits are starting to work loose.
With the router mounted in a table, the
bit gradually rises up and bites deeper
into the wood as I work. Can this prob-
lem be fixed?

-James Peterson. A4ron, 0hio

Jim, you probably can solve it by
replacing or cleaning the collet.

To remove the collet for examination.
turn the locknut as usual, but keep turn-
ing until it comes free of the router and
releases the collet. Use a round brush
with fine bristles made of brass or cop-
per to clean dirt and rust from the inside
of the collet, then spray on a light coat
of WD-40 or other light oil to protect
against future rusting. Wipe off any
excess with a rag or paper towel.

Keep your router collets clean so that
they'll keep a firm grip on your bits. We
went to a gun shop to find a bristle
brush that fits this t/c" collet.

Reinstall the collet and do some routing.
If the slippage continues, you might need
a new collet. Check with your dealer or
call Tools On Sale. a division of Seven
Corners Hardware, at 800/328-0457. They
carry collets for most brands and models.
A final tip: Get in the habit of removing
the bit after completing each router opera-
tion. That helps to keep the collet flexible.

_{IVOODo magazine

The variation in oak grain really encour-
ages a small drill bit to wander off
course. Mark the spot with a sharp awl,
and insert the bit deep into the chuck.

Tarnirrcl a ltit thatts
born td ttlander
1|f I need to drill several 3/sz" holes

Y in the edge of a disc, but can't
keep the drill bit from wandering. I
know a brad-point bit would help, but I
don't know if they make one that small.
Any other ideas?

-Steye, va W00D ONL|NEo

Woodworker's Supply carries a
t/tz" brad-point bit with a hex

shank, Steve. Call 800/645-9292 and
order item number 824-192 for $7.99.
They also have Vs" and rAa" brad-points.
In most cases, however, you should be
able to keep almost any drill bit where
you want it by marking the hole location
with a sharp awl before you drill. When
using a straight-shank bit, place it deep
into the chuck to keep it from wobbling.

-1ff00D magazine

Got a qrrestion?
lf you're looking for an answer to a woodworking
question, write to Ask W00D,1716 Locust St.,
GA-310, Des Moines, lA 50309-3(I|3 or send us
an e-mailat askwood@mdp.com. For immedi-
ate feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post
your question 0n one of our woodworking forums
at www.woodonline.com.
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Help in a h
WO O D' magazine-related guestions.
for your woodworking or

o Woodvvorking advice
available 24/,7
Post your most pelplexin-e questions to
thousands of woodworkers eager to help
you in one of the 20+ online forums at
talk. woodmasazine.com/f orums.

o Help finding
past articles
Search WOOD magazine's online index
at woodmagazine.com/index.

o Need a back issrre
or article?
Limited supplies of some back issues are
available at woodstore.woodmall.com or

by callin-e 8001346-9663. For article
reprints, send $5 per article (no
phone orders), includin-s issue and
name of article. to WOOD Article
Reprint Service, P.O. Box 349, Kalona, IA
52241, check or money order made payable
to WOOD rnagazine.

o Srrbscription assistarrce
For address changes or other subscrip-
tion services. visit us online at
woodma-eazine.com/service, cal I 800/
37 4-9663 and press option I , or write to
WOOD ma-eazine. P.O. Box 31439,
Boone. lA 50037-0439. Please enclose
your address label from a recent issue.

o Proiect rrpdates
For a l ist of changes to previously pub-
lished WOOD magazine articles, go to
woodmagazine.com/updates.

o Send corrrrrrents to
the editors

Send e-mail to woodmail@mdp.corl,
call 800/374-9663 and press option 2, or
write: Editor-in-Chief , WOOD magazine,
l7 l6  Locus t  S t . ,  GA-310,  Des Moines ,
rA 50309-3023.+
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'fl aised-panel doors are a hallmark
K of quality cabinets and furniture,

I Land thev're not difficult to make.
If you have a variable-speed, l Vz-hp or
bigger router and a router table, you need
only buy a set of three router bits designed
for the task.

The bits could cost well over $100. Still,
if you plan to make or remodel several
cabinets, or construct a special piece of
furniture featuring raised-panel doors, we

42

think they're worth the investment. Of
course, you could choose to cut raised
panels on the tablesaw instead, but we've
found that router bits save lots of time and
add quality with their smooth cutting and
well-designed profi les.

We used a horizontal panel-raising bit
that cuts with the workpiece lying flat on
the router table. You also can buy vertical
router bits, which cost less and demand
less power. However, they don't allow

you to raise a panel with a curved edge, as
the horizontal cutter does.

In this article, we'll guide you through
the process of making a door for a typical
cabinet. The same techniques apply to
building a door or panel for a piece of fur-
niture, or traditional wall panels. Along
the way, we'll point out a few details that
have nothing to do with router bits, but
everything to do with getting the most
striking results.

1/t,

f;

1::#-*-"a$/*1
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Two bits foi the door furrre

Select the best stock
A great door depends on great lumber.
You want wood that shrinls and swells as
little as possible, and resists warping. Rift-
sawn or quartersawn lumber fills the bill.

Go through the stack of boards at your
lumber supplier, and look at the end grain
on each one. Select the ones with grain
lines running straight from face to face,
not from edge to edge or in a semi-circle.
These prime boards also feature sraight
face grain, which played an important role
in our door, as you'll see.

You might find quite a bit of variation in
one wide board, as shown in Photo E. In
that case, elevate your work above the
ordinary by selecting the sfaight grain
lines for your doors. The cathedral grain
won't go to waste; use it for less visible
cabinet parts or other projects.

A set of door-making router bits makes it easy to build professional-quality
cabinet doors. One bit cuts the coped shape at the ends of the rails; one cuts the
sticking shape to match; and one cuts a raised field on the panel.

Ghoose a cool profile
We chose a rail, stile, and panel set from
Freud, item number 97-102. You can buy
it from www.toolcrib.amazon.com for
$144.99, and from other sources as well.
This set contains a coping bit to cut the
ends of the rails, a sticking bit to cut a
matching profile and panel-holding
groove on the inside edge of each rail and
stile, and a3Vz"-diarneter bit that "raises"
the panel with a gently sweeping cove.

The bits have V2" shanks, which we
sftongly recommend for this operation.

See Photos A, B, and C for the shapes
made by our rail-and-stile cutters, and
how the results mate together. Photo D
shows one of the many panel-raising bit
profiles available from Freud and other
manufacturers. Choose the one you like
best, or the one that matches the style of
your home's existing cabineflry.

Once you've found a good board, don't
just chop it into convenient lengths. Take
one more big step toward master crafts-
manship by cutting each individual piece
with the straightest grain possible, as
shown in Photo F.

Straight-grain rails and stiles seem to
flow naturally around a door. We recom-
mend snaight grain for ihe panels, too. It
lends an architectural-qdality look.

We used red oak for this article because
it's a popular cabinet choice and its promi-
nent grain lines emphasize the difference
in appearance between straight grain and
random "cathedral" gruin. Check out the
two versions in Photo G. When you go to
a retail outlet to look at oak cabinets, you
see lots of figure, and maybe you prefer it
that way. The choice is yours.

This large-diameter bit cuts the cove
profile that "raises" the panel.

In a piece of cardboard, cut out a
"window" the same size as the part you
need to make. When you see the grain
you want, mark the outline with chalk.

Two variations on red oak: The panel on
the left was made with well-matched
straight grain; the one on the right
offers a more common appearance.

Here you see rift grain and flat grain within one 18" board. Plan to use the rift grain
for visible parts and the flat grain elsewhere

wrrw. rroo donline. corn

... iilrild a tlrird for the panel
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r a i s e d - p a n e l  d o o r s

Plan and crrt carefrrlly
We built an overlay door for a standard-
sized wall cabinet, a common situation.
We planed 4/4 stock to 3A" for our rails
and stiles, and ripped them to 2Vq" in
width, a dimension that looks good, feels
solid, and allows enough room for any
style of hinge. You might choose a width
anywhere from 1V2" to 2V2". Pick stock
that's perfectly flat for the rails and stiles.

The door itself should fall between 9"
and 18" in width. Too narrow, and it just
won't look right. If you build it wider than
18", you're more likely to have trouble
with twisting. The door must be absolute-
ly flat to look good when it's closed.

An overlay door is typically used on cab-
inets without face frames. Size each door
to nearly cover the cabinet box, and plan
for a Vs" gap between adjoining doors.

The sample door in Drawing 1 will help
you keep track of the slots and coped rail
ends as you figure the dimensions of your
door. Check your crosscutting setup for

m a d e  e a s y

accuracy before you cut the pieces to
length, because the rails must be perfectly
square for good results. Prevent chip-out
with an auxiliary fence on your miter
gauge, or a sacrificial piece of straight
stock on the back fence of your crosscut
sled. Cut an extra rail and an extra stile to
use when setting bit heights.

To make the panel, choose boards with
compatible color and figure, and plane
them to a thickness of Vz". Once you fit the
panel into place, its surface will sit flush
with the front of the frame.

Joint the edges of the boards, then glue
and clamp them together to make a slighr
ly oversize blank. After the glue dries, cut
the panel to allow for a Ve" gap all around
as it sits in the grooves of the rails and
stiles. This gap accommodates the spacers
described in "No-rattle panels," page 47,
bottom.If you choose not to use spacers,
you still must leave the same gap to allow
for wood movement.

I wercAl DtMENStoNS

nl't/attV

28"

Align the pilot bearing and the fence before beginning to rout.
This step ensures a smooth cut with no dips.

Rorrt the rail ends

For the rail-end cuts, set the height of the coping bit by eye.
Place the top of its slotting cutter just proud of the workpiece.

With your router mounted in a table,
install the coping bit. It's the bit with a
pilot bearing sandwiched between the two
cutters. Hold a straightedge against the
router table fence, and slide the fence until
the straightedge contacts the pilot bearing,
as shown in Photo H. Now make sure the
fence sits at a right angle to the miter
gauge; butt a piece of scrap against the
fence at one end, clamp it to your miter
gauge, then slide the miter gauge along
the fence. The scrap should maintain con-
tact all along the length of the fence.

Use your test rail to set the height of the
bit, as shown in Photo l. Place your test
rail face side down on the table. one edse

44

flat against the miter gauge auxil-
iary fence and one end touching
the router-table fence. Hold the
workpiece firntly against the aux-
iliary fence and down on the
table, and rout the profile.

Check the test cut for a smooth.
consistent shoulder about t/t6"

thick on the face side of the rail.
The rabbet on the opposite side
will be about Ve" deep. Run anoth-
er test, if necessary, ffid when
you're satisfied, make a set-up
piece to keep for future projects.
Now, rout both ends of each rail,
as shown in Photo J.

Keep the rail square to the router-table fence with
your miter gauge and auxi l iary fence. The auxi l-
iary fence also prevents chip-out.

-__111/2''

STILE
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Use the coped end of a rail to set up the sticking cuts. Match
the slotting cutter to the tongue, and if the curved profiles
don't mate, re-shim the bit.

Again, line up the pilot bearing of the sticking bit and the
router table fence to ensure accuracy.

Make the long-grain cuts on all four frame pieces. Your fingers
are close to the bit, so be sure to keep your right hand at the
outside corner as you push.

s imu l taneous ly
cutting the groove
to receive the
panel. Use one of
the rails that you
just routed to set
the height. Match
the slot-cutter with
the tongue on the
rail end, as shown
in Photo K. Again,
align the fence and
pilot bearing with
a sftaightedge, as
shown in Photo L.

Now, the inside edges Place your exffa stile face side down
Remove the coping bit and install the against the router tablefence, and make a
sticking bit (the one with the pilot bearing test cut, as shown in Photo M. Check its fit
on top) in your router. In one pass, this bit with the already routed rail. Place both
makes the frame look better by rounding pieces flat on your workbench or tablesaw
over the edge next to the panel, while top, face sides up, and check the resulting

joint with your fingertips. You want a per-
fectly smooth joint, because anything less
means a lot of sanding after assembly. So
do as many tests as it takes to get it right,
and then cut a set-up piece for future ref-
erence. See the Shop Tip below for anoth-
er way to save your settings.

If you can't get a perfect fit wittr the rails
and stiles, you may have to adjust the bits
themselves with very thin, washer-like,
metal shims. Shims allow you to fine-tune
the height of the profile cutters or the loca-
tion of the tongue on the rail-end bit. Our
bits came pre-shimmed from the factory,
with exfta shims held under the nut at the
end of each bit. Write down each step if
you do any shimming, so you know the
original arrangement as well as each
adjusffnent that you make. When your test
joints are right, rout the inside edge of all
four frame pieces.

I\llake your bits self-aligtitlg
Wouldn't it be nice to keep your
rail-and-stile profile cutters perma-
nently aligned with one another,
avoiding all those test cuts every
time you use them? Our master
craftsman, Chuck Hedlund, came
up with a way to do just that. .

Slip a t/2" stop collar onto the
shank of each bit, and tighten it in
place against the cutter body, as
shown in the photo at right.Install
the first bit into your router, and
proceed to find the right height.
Unplug the router, loosen the set
screw on the collar, let it slide down
to the collet, pnd retighten the set
screw. Without changing the router

height, do the same with the second
cutter. The next time you use the
cutters, use a saved set-up profile
to set the router height for the first
cutter, and the second cutter will
match automatically.

Look for stop collars at your horne
center or hardware store, or buy a
seven-piece set that includes one
Vz" collar from Woodcraft. Call
8001225-1153 to order item number
142562 for $7.99.

For safety, Freud recommends
that you place at least 80 percent of
a router bit's shank inside the collet.
We achieved that with collars that
are Vta" thick.
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r a i s e d - p a n e l  d o o r s  m a d e  e a s y

Tirne to raise tlre panel
For the final step in the milling process,
we used a panel-raising bit that measures
3Vz" in diameter. The large diameter
means that it cuts more wood per revolu-
tion than the average bit, its outer edge
travels faster than most, and it demands
extra clearance in the table and fence.

For safety and efficiency, use a variable-
speed router with at least lV, hp.That's
enough power to do the job, and running it
at a low speed makes the operation safer.

Even if you have a split fence that opens
wide enough to accommodate the bit, it's
safer to shape a smaller opening in an aux-
iliary fence. A wide gap causes problems if
the workpiece slips into it.

To add an auxiliary wood fence, cut a
piece of straight wood to size, and mark
the shape of the bit on it. Cut the opening
on the bandsaw, and smooth it with sand-
paper. Attach the auxiliary fence to the
existing fence, and check the bit clearance.

Align the bearing and fence, and make a
test cut. as shown in Photo N. If the router
bogs down, adjust the fence so that the bit
cuts less than the full width of the profile

Router table
auxiliary fence
with zero-

Panel
fface oide down).

clgarance
opening

Remember that the test pieces for this cut must be the same thickness as the panel.
The tongue should fit snugly into the rail and stile grooves.

tr

on the first pass. Then realign the bearing
and fence, and shape the complete profile
in another pass.

Test the fit of the panel tongue in the
groove of a rail or stile. It should slide in
easily. If you have to force it into the
groove, raise the bit. If it rattles inside the
groove, lower the bit.

When you find the right fit, rout the pro-
file on the panel. Rout both ends first, then
do the long sides; the long-grain cuts will
shave off any minor chip-out from the
end-grain cuts. Press downward on the
workpiece as you rout, making sure that
the shoulder around the panel field main-
tains a consistent depth.

ftlitlt r f
Ghrc your router a break as you raise a panel
Here's how reader Robert Reed of Roaming Shores,
Ohio, minimizes the amount of wood removed by his
panel-raising bit. Take a piece of scrapwood, and trace
the profi le of your panel'raising bit on it. Use a sliding
bevel gauge to find an angle that cuts away most of the
waste, without touching the desired profi le. Set up your

tablesaw with the sliding bevel, and run each side and
end of the panel through as shown. Now you have much
less wood to rout.

Note that you'll set the rip fence away from the tilt of the
blade. You can add a tall fence to the rip fence to support
the workpiece while you machine it on edge.
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Stain the panel
With the door parts milled,
you're ready to prepare for
assembly. You allowed for wood
movement in the solid panel, dur-
ing the planning phase. Carry
through by installing spacers, as
described in "No-rattle panels,"
below, and by staining the panel,
as in Photo O, if stain is part of
your finishing plan. Stain the
back first, then place it on a sup-
port while you stain the face.

By staining the panel before
assembly, you ensure that the
stain completely coats the tongue
of the panel. If you waited until
after assembly, areas of the
tongue might remain unstained,
and could become visible when
the panel shrinks in dry weather.

Don't stain the rails and stiles
just yet. If stain got onto the glu-
ing surfaces, it could prevent the
glue from adhering properly.

After the stain on the panel
dries, insert the spacers, and
apply yellow glue to all of the
surfaces that you milled on the
rail end. Use only a light coating near the
inside edge to keep squeeze-out away
from the panel; even a weak bond there
could cause problems.

Assemble the door, and place it on two
bar or pipe clamps, located to apply pres-

sure across the width of ttre door at each
end, as shown in Photo P.,Measure diago-
nally betrveen both pairs of opposing cor-
ners, also shown in the photo, to make
sure the door is square.-The two measure-
ments should be equal. If not, loosen the

clamps, slightly angle them to pull the
frame into alignment, and retighten. Let
the glue dry before staining the frame..l

Written by Jim Pollock with Charles l. Hedlund
Photographs: Marty Baldwin
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Tim Cahill

lf you plan to stain your cabinet door, do the When you cut the rail ends square, and,accu'
panel before assembly. The clear topcoat rately match the coped and sticked profiles,
tan wait until after asiembly. assembly becomes almost automatic.

No-rattle panels
Solid-wood panels must have room to move,
as they absob moisture in humid weather,
and lose it in dry times. But if you simply
leave a gap, you wind up with a door that rat-
tles and sounds poorly made. You can use
various kinds of plastic foam to fill that gap,
but we like "Space Balls." These firm
rubber spheres, about t/+" in diameter, do the
job quickly and neatly. Woodcraft sells a
package of 100 for $4.99; call8OOl225-1153
to order item number 142284. Use two
Space Balls on each side and each end of a
smalldoor, or three per side on a bigger one.
They'll compress when the panel expands,
and return to full size as the panel shrinks,
holding it tightly in its grooves allthe while.

Push the Space Balls into the grooves as far as you can with your finger.
The panelwlll seat them during assembly.
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kid-friendry
Build them as bunks or twins.
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These traditionally styled bunks kick off our
latest childrents bedroonr set.
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Don't miss the matching
dresser and desk.

& *$le F

lmmediately fol lowing this art icle
you' l l  f ind complete plans for a
dresser that shares the style and
straightforward construction meth-
ods used in the beds. Find complete
plans for the matching desk shown
above in the next issue.

hildren will enjoy sweet slumber
for years to come with this ver-
satile design. In this article,

you'll learn how to make a single bed-
to build bunk beds, just make two of
these beds, stack them one atop another
with bed-joining dowels, and add the lad-
der and guardrails as described. If the
kids grow out of bunk beds at some point,
simply slip out the unglued dowels and,
voild, you have a pair of twin beds.

Staril rlrlith the legs

I From tA"-thick stock, cut six head-
I board leg parts (A) to 23/sx42" and six

footboard leg parts (B) to 2t/ex33". The
legs are initially oversized Va" rn width
and2" in length. The edges are jointed or
ripped and the ends are trimmed after the
legs are laminated, where shown on
Drawing 1.

)Cutthe notches in two leg parts (A)
Eand two leg parts (B), where
dimensioned, using a bandsaw or a
tablesaw fitted with a 34" dado blade.
The notches form mortises in the fin-
ished laminated legs.

2To assemble the legs, first refer to the
tfShop Tip, page 50, bottom right.
Then, apply glue and assemble the legs
(A, B) in the configuration shown on
Drawing 1, keeping the ends and edges
flush. (We used white glue, which has a
longer working time, to assemble the
legs.) Clamp the legs together, as shown
in Photo A. Remove excess glue from
the edges and inside the mortises.

wrvYr.woodonline.com

Note: This bed design accommodates a
39x75" twin mattress. You'll need to
adjust bed dimensions accordingly for a
dffirent-size mattress. If you make
other modifications, be sure to see the
article about designing safe bunk beds
on page 24.

For the items needed to build this
project, see the Cutting Diagram and
Materials List on page 55.

Il uc ASSEMBLTES
2a/a" inilially,ltim 'l,/ta" off edges after
laminating lor Zt/q" finished width

Trim to f inished *t \ l-

4" notch
1glro" deep
init ial ly,
1t/2" deep
after trimming

33"
(31"  f in ished

length)

4" notch
1sl0" deep
init ial ly,
1t/2" deep
after trimming

FOOTBOARD
LEG

42', I
(40" finished

length)

T" notch
1glro" deep
init ial ly,
1t/2" deep
after trimming

HEADBOARD
LEG.

1e/ta"

7" notch
1glre" deep
init ial ly,
1t/2" deep
after trimming

Trim bottom end
after laminating.

--->J 
I

23/a" +

(2%" f inished size) 49

2e/a"-
(2tla" finished size)



#8 x 1 1/t' F.H. wood screw
5/se" shank hole, countersunk \ ,

3/qx2Ya" notch. al l  corners

t/+" round-overs
t/a" chamfers,

both

?
/q" round-

over

/z" groove
1/2" deep,
centered

No-mortise
bedrail
fitting

81/2"

No-mortise
bedrail
fittings

'-.,- 
#8 x 11/+" F.H.
wood screw

t/e" chamfers,
both ends

No round-over

t/a" round-over
t/q" round-overs Vz" gloove \

r/2" deep, centered

t/e" chamfers, both ends

After laminating the legs, clamp them
together with the mortises up, making
sure that their top edges are flush.

50

z/ac" oilolholes' I l'
il lz" deep L'(

t
#8 x 7a" F.H.
wood screw

No-mortise bedrail fittings

#8 x 11/z'  F.H.
wood screw

't/2" hole 2" deep, centered
(For footboard only when joining bunk beds.)

1ll loint or rip t/ro" from two sides of
'teach leg, where shown, for a 2V4"-
square lamination. Then, trim the bottom
of each leg 7Vz" below the 7" mortise.
Now, cut the legs to the finished lengths
by trimming the tops. Finally, rout V+"
round-overs on all edges, where shown
on Drawing 2.

73" (Round-overs stop 1" from ends,
no round-over on bottom inside edge.)

@ exeloDED vrEW

f Make the hole-drilling jig, shown on
rJDrawing 3. Using the jig and a
stopblock on your drill bit, as shown in
Photo B, drill /2" holes 2" deep, centered
in the top of the legs, where shown on
Drawing 2a, to receive the post-cap dow-
els (O). Also, drill a V+" hole 7/s" deep to
receive the post-cap alignment pin (N).

Note: For bunk beds, position the jig on
the bottom of the legs and drill I/2" holes
2" deep to receive the bed-joining dowels
(S), where shown on Drawing 2.

- ! t -
21/+"-

tZ" round-overs

3"
I
I

II

An easy way to keep face-glued
parts aligrned
Face-glued parts, such as the laminated legs in
this project, have a tendency to slip out of posi-
tion when you clamp them. To prevent this, cut
the parts slightly oversized (as you did for the
legs), and drive a couple of nails through the
waste area as you assemble them. Keep the
nails away from the cutline so you won't hit them
with your saw blade.

POST CAP & LEG DETAIL

/q" lound- -K--^-
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EHou-DRTLLTNG Jrc

r/2" holes
13/q"

I

#8 xs/ t "  F .H.
wood screw

z/oa" pilot hole
/z" deep

7sz" shank hole,
countersunk

Nert up: the headboard
and footboard
I Cut the top rails (C) and bottom rails
I (D) for the headboard and footboard

to the size listed in the Materials List.
Then, cutaVz" groove Vz" deep, centered
in the rails, to receive the footboard panel
assemblies (E/G) and headboard panel
assemblies (F/H), where shown on
Drawing 2. To ease insertion of the rails
into the legs and provide room for glue
squeeze-out, rout %" chamfers on the
ends of the rails. where shown.

Position the hole-drilling jig with the
handle opposite the mortised side of the
leg. Use the holes in the handle as
guides for dri l l ing.

rh" hole

L- 20"

" chamfers. both ends

llr'23/+'

Dl-uy out the arch on the top rails,
Awhere shown on Drawing 4. To do
this, first clamp two 3/qxlx2" stopblocks
to a rail. one at each end of the intended
arch, with the stopblocks' bottoms posi-
tioned 4" from the bottom of the rail and
their inside edges positioned 2" from the
ends. Rip a %"-thick wood fairing strip
42" long. Place the strip against the stop-
blocks. and flex it so its bottom is flush
with the top edge of the rail at its center.
Mark the arch. Then, using a compass,
mark the3Vz" radius at the top of the rail,
where dimensioned.

Q Bandsaw the top of the rail to
tl shape. Use a fence for the 2"
straight cuts into the ends of the rail to
ensure the tenons make a good fit in the
legs. Sand the cut edges smooth. Then,
use this rail as a template to mark the
contour on the other top rail. Now, cut
and sand it to shape.

,/l Using the same process as for the
tf 

top rails, lay out the arch on the
bottom rails, where shown. Cut and
sand to shape.

f Rout the /c" stopped round-overs
tf on the top and bottom rails, where

20"

@ nenoeoARD AND FoorBoARD RATLS

TOP RAIL

R= 551/2"

BOTTOM RAIL Round-over
stops 2"

from each end.

shown on Drawings 2 and 4. For an
easy way to do this, first refer to the
Shop Tip, below, to make a round-over
stopblock jig. Then, with the applicable
stopblock positioned on an end of a
rail, as shown, ease the /+" round-over
bit into an edge at the center of a rail
and rout to the stopblock. Repeat on the
opposite edge. Reposition the stop-
block at the other end of the rail and
repeat the process to complete the
round-overs.

f From /2" o*.plywood, cut the foot-
lJboard panels (E) and the headboard
panels (F) to size. From Vq"-thickoak, rip
four %xllVz" blanks for the footboard
edging (G) and four s/sx20%" blanks for
the headboard edging (H). Glue the edg-
ing to the panels with a t/to" overhang on
each face. After the glue dries, trim the
edging flush to the panels. (For an easy
way to do this, make the flush-trimming
fence, shown on page 10.)
r]f Cut four spacers (I) and eight spacers
I tll to size. Mark the center of the
spacers (I) across the grain on one of their
faces. Also, mark a centerline across the
grain on one face of each rail. Now, glue

.  .n -7
STOPS -- ll 4" I
!:-e-nq'---------.--------n I
- r
1/2" groove I
1/2" deep, centered

I
I
7"

I

; ( l

.E simple jig for forming stopped
round-ouers
We made the handy jigs, shown ight,to form the
stopped round-overs for this project. To use one jig,
clamp it to the end of a board, as shown far right.
When routing, your bit's pilot bearing willcontact
the jig, stopping the round-over at the desired
location. Note that the notch dimensions differ
slightly from those shown on Drawings2,4 and 7
for stopping the round-overs. This is to compensate
for the ditference between the pilot bearing and bit
diameters and the curued sudaces on pads C and D..

Clamp the applicable round-over stopblock
with the notch tight against the end of the
board. Make sure the clamp will not inter-
fere with the router.
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Assemble the headboard and footboard with
37"-long spacers to ensure exact leg posit ioning
for bed al ignment.

(lFrom scrap, make two
|lJ 37 "-long spacers. Referring
to Drawing 2, dry-assemble
(no glue) the headboard mem-
bers (A, ClI, DlI, F/H, J) with
the spacers, as shown in
Photo C. After verifying the
fit of the assembly, glue and
clamp the members together,
checking for square.
Following the same process,
assemble the footboard mem-
bers (B, Cll,Dll, E/G, J).
(lCut the cleats (K) to size.
r/Dril l  countersunk shank

How to cut post caps in 4 quick steps

Ghuck a't/2" round-over bit in your table-
mounted router. With your fence(s) flush
with the bit's pilot bearing, round over all
edges of the blank at both ends. Use a
backer board to prevent tear-out.

Gut a 1" length from each end of the
blank to separate two post cap pieces.
Use a gauge block for consistent cuts.
Position the block behind the saw blade
so the cap cannot become pinched.

Without moving your router table fence,
refit your router with a t/+" round-over bit.
Now, with each cap vertical, round over
its corners, again using a backer board
for support and to prevent tear-out.

Using the same router table setup, place
each cap bottom face down on the table,
and rout a'r/q" tound-over on its bottom
edges. Repeat Steps 1-4 to shape addi-
tional caps.

Ilaslrion the post caps

I From Vq"-thrckoak, cut the post cap
I bases (L) to size. To form the caps

(M), first laminate three t/q"-thrck
pieces to form a2%x2%x18" blank the
same way you made the legs. Then,
form the caps from the blank as shown
in the sidebar, "How to cut post caps in
four quick steps," below left. Make a
few extra cap blanks in case any get
damaged during machining.

!) Sand the edges of the caps and the
Et transitions from the V4" to t/2"

round-overs smooth. Then, glue and
clamp a base (L), centered, on the bot-

a spacer into the grcove in each top and holes in each cleat, where shown. tom of each cap,
bottom rail with the centerlines aligned, Position a cleat on the inside face of the QClamp a cap in the hole-drilling jig
and clamp. footboard and headboard bottom rails, tfwith the base against the jig handle.
Note: For bunk bed"s, make four addi- 3" from the top and centered end to Drill t/+" and %" holes %" deep in the cap
tional spacers (I) and eight additional end, where shown. Using the holes in to receive an alignment pin (N) and acap
spacers (J), and set aside for assembling the cleats as guides, drill pilot holes in dowel (O), where shown on Drawing 2a.
the guardrails later- the rails; then screw the cleats in place. Repeat for all caps.

illFrom oak dowels, cut the Vq"-diame-
tfter 

alignment pins and Vz"-diameter
cap dowels to the lengths listed. Glue a
pin in each cap, using a vise or clamp to
squeeze the pin into the hole. Then, glue
a cap dowel in each cap.

Add the bedrails and
rnattress platforrn
I Cut the bedrails (P) to size. Using a
I stopblock with a 1"-long notch, rout
/+" stopped round-overs on all edges of
the bedrails except for the bottom inside
edge, where shown on Drawing 2.

)Cut the cleats (Q) to size. Rout a /+"
Etround-over on the bottom inside edge
of the cleats, where shown. Drill counter-
sunk shank holes in the cleats for the
mounting screws, where shown. Position
a cleat on the inside face of a bedrail (P)
with the bottom edges flush and centered
end to end. Using the holes in the cleat as
guides, drill pilot holes in the bedrail, and
drive in the screws. Assemble the other
cleat and bedrail.

QPosition the bedrail fittings on the
tJbedrails and less. where dimensioned
on Drawing S. Ceitering on the holes in
the fittings, drill pilot holes in the bedrails
and legs to the depths shown, and drive in
the mounting screws.
A On a flat surface, assemble the
ttbedrails 

to the headboard and foot-
board by engaging the bedrail fittings.
Now, cut the mattress platform (R) to
size, and lightly sand all edges. Cut a
3Ax2t/+" notch in each corner of the plat-
form, where shown on Drawing 2. Drill
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-l

z%+" pilot hole
Ta" deep

7o+" pilot hole
1t/z" deep Trim 1" off  whole top

end after laminating.

173/4' I
(163/a" f inished size)

1 43/a'
(13s/a" f in ished s ize)

2tla" notches
1sl0" deep

initially, 11/2" deeq
after tr imming

E cunnDRAtL LEG

No-moftise
bedrai l  f i t t ings

#8 x 7s" F.H.
wood screw

E eeonAL FtrlNGS

countersunk shank holes in the plat-
fbrm, where shown; then position it
on the cleats. Using the holes in the
platform as guides, drill pilot holes
in the cleats to the depth shown, and
drive in the screws. (You'll need to
slightly angle your drill to clear the
bedrail when drilling the holes.)

For brrnk beds, tnaLe
dornrcls anrd guardmils
I From %"-diameter oak dowel,
I cut the bed-joinin-e dowels (S) to

the length listed. Sand a light cham-
fer on both ends of the dowels to ease
insertion into the legs.
j)From %"-thick stock. cut eight
A2Yxxl7.7+" blanks for the guardrail
outside legs (T) and four 2t/sxl4t/+"
blanks for the inside legs (U).

QCut the notches in the inside
tJless.  where dimensioned on
orawing 6. Now, apply glue and
assemble the legs (T, U) in the con-
figuration shown, keeping the ends
and edges flush. As explained in the
Shop Tip on prge 50, nail only
through the waste at the top end as
you assemble the legs. Clamp the
legs together, as in Photo A. When
the glue is dry, joint or rip %0" of
material off two edges of each leg
for a 2t/+"-square lamination, and
cut the I " of waste off the top. On
the outside leg (T) of each le-e
assembly that wil l go inside the
bed, trim 3A" off the bottom, where
shown, to clear the mattress plat-
form. Rout /+" round-overs on the
edges of the legs, where shown on
Drawing 7. Then, dri l l  countersunk
shank holes in the lower face of the
shortened outside legs (T) for
attaching the legs to the bedrails.

wrrwv.woodonline.com

r/- Hfu
It**In

--- "<-1ffi": f f i
T <-*1
/t/ /
# 8 x 1 1 / z " F . H .
wood screw ,
Small  end of

slot down

1/z" groove
t/2" deep,
centered

t/q" round-overs

1/2" groove
1/2" deep, centered

2Te" init ial ly, tr im
1Aa" otl edges after
laminating for 2t/a"
f inished width

Trim 3/q" off bottom end after laminating.

t/a" round-overs

%" round-over

/e" chamfers,
both ends

Round-over stops
2t/2" trom each end.

7se" shank hole,
countersunk

LONG GUARDRAIL
(lnside face shown)

t/a"round-overs
21/2"*- ..,

--r'r I fZ1/e" Cnamlers,
>1 1 both ends

Round-over stoos
2t/2" from each end.#8 x  11/a"  F.H.

wood screw
(mounted into bedrai l  @)

1/2" groove t/2" deep,
centered

t/+" round-overs

#B x 11/q' F.H.
wood screw

(mounted into bedrai l  @)

!F=

t/z" groove
t/2" deep, centered

SHORT GUARDRAIL
(Used with ladder, outside face shown)

t/e" chamfers,
both ends

tZ" round-over

7sz" shank hole, countersunk t/a" round-over
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llCut the long rails (V) and the short
'trails (W) to size. Cut a Vz" groove
Vz" deep, centered in the rails, to receive
the long and short panels (X, Y), where
shown. Now. rout %" chamfers on the
ends of the rails, where shown. Using a
stopblock with a 2Vz"-long notch, rout
the V4" stopped round-overs on the
edges of the rails, where shown.

fFrom 
t/2" oak plywood, cut the long

tJpanels (X) and the short panels (Y) to
size. From Vq"-thick oak, rip eight
s/tx6Vc" blanks for the edging (Z). Glue
the edging to the ends of the panels with
a t/rc" overhang on each face; then flush-
trim the edging.

ftUsing the spacers (I, J) that you set
lf aside earlier, glue and assemble the
rails, panels, and legs to complete the
long and short guardrails. Assemble
these as you did the headboard and
footboard, using a 68V+" -long spacer for
the long guardrail and a 53V+"-long
spacer for the short guardrail to set the
leg spacings.

To reach the upper
brrnk, rnaLe a ladder
I Cut the ladder sides (AA) to size;
I then crosscut the bottom ends to

form the 10' angle, where shown on
Drawing 8. On each side piece, mark the
dado locations for the steps, where
shown. Referring to Drawing 8a, mark
the 2Vs" radius at the top of each piece
and the 10o angle on the back edge.
Note that the sides are mirror images of
each other.

t)Using your tablesaw fitted with a
Erdado blade and a long auxiliary
extension attached to your miter gauge,
ctt3/c" dadoes V+" deep at a l0o angle in
each side piece, where marked. Bandsaw
the radius and angled back on each piece,
and sand smooth. Now, rout a Vc" round-
over on all edges of the sides except for
the angled back.

QVart screw-hole centerpoints on the
tJoutside face of the sides, 1" in from
the outer edges and centered over the
dadoes. Now, drill a /a" countetbore 3/rd"
deep with a 5Az" shank hole centered
inside at each location.

lllFrom zA"-thick stock, make four
a3rnxtq" blanks for the steps (BB).
Bevel-rip the front and back edges of the
blanks at 10o, leaving a finished width
of 3tt/r0". Lightly sand the edges. Then,
dry-clamp the sides and steps together.
Using the screw holes in the sides as

54

guides, drill pilot holes in the steps to
the depth shown. Now, glue and screw
the steps in place.

f From a scrap piece that matches the
tJcolor and srain of the side mem-
bers, cut sixteeln 3/s" -diameter plugs r/+"

long using a plug cutter. Glue the plugs
into the counterbores in the sides,
aligning the grain of the plugs with the
ladder sides; then sand flush.

fiCut the spacer (CC) and catch
ll| (DD) to size. Referring to
Drawings 8 and 8a, position the spacer
on the back of the side members with
the top edges flush. Drill pilot and
countersunk shank holes through the
spacer and into the sides, where
shown. Then, glue and screw the spac-
er in place. Now, position the catch on
the spacer with the top edges flush.
Drill holes, where shown, and glue and

E uoorn
Tse" shank hole,
countersunk on
back face

Round-over stopped
7+" from ends

screw the catch to the spacer. Rout /a"
round-overs on the edges of the spacer
and catch, where shown.

Finishing and
final assernlely
I Remove the mattress platform and
I bedrails. Finish-sand all parts, and

remove the dust.

D Appty a stain. (We used ZAR
El Provincial stain.) Then, apply two
coats of a clear finish, sanding between
coats to 320-grit. (We brushed on
polyurethane.) With the finish dry,
reassemble the bed, and add a mattress.

Setting up burrlr beds
I Assemble the lower bed using
I both headboard assemblies. and

assemble the upper bed using both
footboard assemblies.

#8 x 114' F.H.
wood screw

5"

J
7ee" shank hole,
countersunk on

back face
#8 x  1Y2'  F .H.
wood screw

7e" counterbore
g/0" deep with a
7sz" shank hole
centered inside

#8 x 1 1/z' F.H. wood screw

7a" Pfug tA" long

|.'--15LF,u"

I
No round-over

/+" round-overs

7+" dadoes
t/+" deep

7ea" pilot hole
1slo" deep

10 'bevels

( , , .

;{/

t/a" round-over

113/a'
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f Position the guardrails on the bedrails
Aof the upper bed with the shoft,
drilled leg member on the inside. (You
can mount the long and short guardrails
on either side of the bed to suit your
needs. Also, you can position the short
guardrail toward either end of the bed,
depending on where you want the lad-
der.) Using the holes in the legs (Tfu) as
guides, drill pilot holes on the inside face
of the bedrails, and drive in the screws,
shown on Drawing 7.

bect crlttir*g dialgrmmr

Qlnsert a bed-joining dowel (S) in each
tJof the lower bed's legs; then, with the
aid of a helper, position the other bed on
top. Attach the ladder to the upper bed.
Finally, add mattresses; then call the kids
and have them try out the beds. JF

Written by Owen Duvall
Project design: Kevin Boyle
Project builder: Gharles l. Hedlund
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Mafi Baldwin

rmaterials list

Pads for one twin-size bed

A- headboard legs 3/c' 40' U O

B- footboard legs 31 " U O

C top rails 3/q'

D bottom rails

W shortrai ls 3/q' 21/q', 561/c' 0 2

AA sides yi' 31/e' 583/t' O 2

A i l  '  F i l

J  I C  \ J

t f 4

z f 4

40" 0 2
40' 0 2

E footboard panels 1/z' 131/z' 111/z' 0P 2

F headboard oanels 7a" 131/z' 201/z' 0P 2

G.footboardedging 1/qu 1/z' 111/z' 0 4

H- headboard edging t/+" 1/z' 20t/z' 0 4

11 spacers 1/zu 0 4
Jt spacers 1/z' Vz' 4t/z' 0 8

K cleats 3/^', 3/q' 361/2' 0 2

L bases 15/s' 0 4

M caps 1 " 21/q' 21/q' L0 4

@le
N alignment pins t/a"diam. 1s/a' 0D 4

0 cap dowels t/z" diam. 23/q' 0D 4

P bedrails vi 6" I J 0 2
Q cleats 3/qu 3u 70' 0 2
R mattress platform 3/t' 381/z' 743/a' 0P 1

Bunk bed pads

1/z" diam. 33/q' 0D 4

T- outside legs 3/q, 21/q' 16s/q" 0 8

U- inside legs 3/t, 21/q' 133/q" 0 4

V long rails 3/t' 21/q', 711/t', 0 2

@

3/q x 48 x 96" Oak plywood

X long panels l/zu 291/a' 61/4' 0P 2

Y short oanels 1/z' 215/a" 61/q' 0P 2

Z- edging t t l l  a t l l

f4 f2 61/+' 0 8

BB- steps 3/q, 311/rc" 14' O 4

CC spacer

DD catch q n  1 ( n  nJ  t v  v

-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions,

tFor bunk beds, make a total of 12 spacers (l) and 24
spacers (J). This is enough for both beds and includes
four spacers (l) and eight spacers (J) for the guardrails.

Materials Key. O-oak, OP-oak plywood,
LO-laminated oak, OD-oak dowel.

$upplies: #Bx%", #Bx3/q", #8x11/r", and #8x1t/2" flathead
wood screws; white glue; % hardboard.

Slades and Brts: Dado blade, chamfer bit, flush-
trim bit, t/" round-over bit, %" round-over bit,
% plug cutter.

Suying $uide
Na-mortise bedrail fittings" Set of four (2 sets needed
for bunk beds), no. 142496, $9.99 (per set) plus ship-
ping. Order from Woodcraft, call 800/225-1153 or go to
www.woodcraft.com.

3/q'

Vz'

S bed-
joining dowels

3h'

brrmle lred cu*firrg diagramr

3/q x 71/+ x 96" Oak.Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materia

1/z x !8 x 48" Oak plywood

1/q x 36" Oak dowel

l/a x 31/z x 48" Oak

3/q x 31/z x 96" Oak

1/z x 36" Oak dowel @
3/q x71/q x 96"

3/+ x71/q x 96" Oak

3/q X 51/z X

3/qx51/z x 96" Oak

3/q x 71/q x 96" Oak

1/z x 48 x 48" Oak plywood 3/+x51/z x 96" Oak

1/z x 36" Oak dowel

www.woodonline.corn

l/q x 31/z x 24" Qak
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For the items needed to build
this project, see the Cutting
Diagram and Materials List on
page 63.

Start rrlith the legs

I From /+"-thick stock, planed to t/2",
I cut eisht l1Ax50s/s" blanks for the

outside l*s (A). From /+"-thick stock,
cut four blanks of the same size for the
inside legs (B). All of the blanks are
oversized t/s" in width and 2" in length.
The edges are jointed or ripped and the
ends are trimmed after the legs are lami-
nated, where shown on Drawing 1.
j)Cut the two notches in the inside
Alegs, where dimensioned, using a
bandsaw or a tablesaw fitted with a 7+"
dado blade. The notches form mortises
in the finished laminated legs.

2fo assemble the legs, first refer to the
tJShop Tip in the Bunk Beds project,
page 50, for an easy way to keep the leg
pieces aligned during lamination. Then,
apply glue and assemble the legs (A, B)
in the configuration shown on Drawing 1,
keeping the ends and edges flush. (We

used white glue, which has a longer
working time, to assemble the legs.)
Clamp the four legs together, as shown
in Photo A in the Bunk Beds project,
page 50. Remove excess glue from the
edges and inside the moftises.

1f Jornt or rip /ro" from two sides of
Teach les. where shown. for a l7+"-
square lami'nation. Then, trim the bottom
of each leg 2" below the lower mortise.
Now, trim the top of each leg to the fin-
ished length of 48s/s". Finally. rout /+"
round-overs on all edges except the top.

Gornplete the side-panel
parts, and assernJtle

I Cut the top rails (C) and the bottom
I rails (D) to the size listed in the

Materials List. Then, cut a t/2" groove t/2"

deep, centered in the rails. to receive the
panel assemblies (E/F), where shown on
Drawing 1. To ease insertion of the rails
into the legs and provide room for glue

squeeze-out, rout %" chamfers on the
ends of the rails, where shown.

Dl-oy out the arch on the bottom rails,
A where shown. To do this, first clamp
two 3/+xlx2" stopblocks to a rail, one at
each end of the intended arch, with the
stopblocks' bottoms flush with the rail's
bottom and their inside edges positioned

urwur.woodonline. com

1/2" groove
t/2" deep, centered

1/z" }roova
t/z" deep,
centered

t/a" chamfers

/+" round-overs

l3/+" from the ends. Rip a t/s"-thick wood
fairing strip 20" long. Place the fairing
strip against the stopblocks, and flex it so
that the center is lt/+" from the rail's bot-
tom. Mark the arch; then bandsaw and
sand smooth. Using this rail as a tem-
plate, mark the arch on the other bottom
rail. Now, cut and sand it to shape.

QUsing a 3/r" Forstner bit, drill two
tJholes /s" deep in the top edge of each

l[ oesrroP FASTENER slor DETATL

Trim to finished length after
laminating and tr imming bottom.

21/c'
5" notch 1sl0" deep init ial ly,

1t/q" deep after trimming
5"

J

1'/ta"-

E sroe PANEL

5gs7s" (49/8"
f in ished length)

5" notch
1slro" deep init ial ly,
1t/a" deep
after tr imming

R r l

I
I

1z le"  in i t ia l ly ,
trim %0" off
edges after
laminat ing
tor 13/q"
f in ished width.

Trim bottom end after laminating.

of the top rails (C) for the desktop fasten-
ers, where dimensioned on Drawings 1
and 1a. Chisel out the corners to allow
the top (R) to move. Then, at the center-
points of the -7+" holes, drill the pilot
holes for the mounting screws.

lllFrom t/:" oak plywood, cut the pan-
tf 

efs (E) to the size listed. From t/q"-

thick oak, rip four s/sx37sA" blanks for
the edging (F). Glue the edging to the
panels with a t/ro" overhang on each face.
After the glue dries, trim the edging flush
to the panels. (For an easy way to do this,
make the flush-trimming fence, shown
onpage I0 .)

7 4: '  p i lot  hole
1 "  deep ?l:."i3Y'

- l-1
+tl

-] -
- 21/4r- +)

Ta" holes

191/q'
l/'
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t/a" round-overs

/4" round-over

t/e" round-over

Desktoo fastener

t,/q" leg reveal

7ge" shank hole,
countersunk on
bottom face

#8 x '1 1/q" F.H.
wooo screw

1 8" ful l-extension sl ide

p exeloDED vrEW

f Cut a thxt/2X36" blank for the spacers (G);
tfthen cut them to size. Mark a centerline
across the grain on one face of each top and bot-
tom rail. Mark a centerline with the grain on one
face of each panel at the top and bottom.
Assemble a bottom rail and a panel. and glue
spacers in the groove in the rail, as shown in
Photo A. Clamp the spacers to the rail, remove
the panel, and set the rail aside. Repeat to install
the spacers in the other rails.

AAppty glue in the grooves in a top and bottom
lfrail and in the mortises in two leg assemblies.
Assemble the rails, a panel, and the legs. Clamp
the assembly, and check for square. Remove
excess glue, and set aside. Repeat to assemble the
other side panel.
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7sz" shank hole, countersunk
on bottom face

%a" pi lot  holb
1t/q" deep

1/q" groove
Te" deep
1/q" Itom

back edge

/+" grooves
Te" deep

1/q" from back edge

| 19,/o"r

485/a

I
I

)

With the panel and
rail centerlines
al igned, glue and
clamp spacers in
place, t ight to the
panel and flush with
the ends and top sur-
face of the rail.
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Tirne for the
carcase

I From t/+" oak ply-
I wood. cut the car-

case sides (H) and top
and bottom (I) to size.
j)From /+"-thick oak,
Acut four 7/ex45v8"

blanks for the side edg-
ing (J), and cut four
7/sx3l" blanks for the
top and bottom edging
(K). Glue edging (J) to
the sides, and glue edg-
ing (K) to the top and
bottom, and trim flush
when dry.
{f Cut aV+" groove3/s"
tJdeep and V4" from
the back edge in the
sides (H) and top and
bottom (I) to receive the
back (L), where shown
on Drawing 2. Then, cut
the back and the dividers (M) to size.

Afo help you assemble and square the
'lcarcase, see the Shop Tip, below.
Apply glue in the grooves in the sides,
top, and bottom, and assemble the car-
case with the back located in the
grooves. Drill pilot and countersunk
shank holes through the sides and into
the top and bottom, where shown, and
drive in the screws.

Position the dividers in the carcase using lwo s/+xly2x8Vo
spacers. Clamp the carcase sides to snug the divider. Drill
the holes and drive in the screws.

Mask mating glue-joint areas along the
front and back edges of the carcase
sides and on the inside of the side-panel
legs with easy-release painters' tape.
Then, apply the stain.

Remove the spacers, set them on top of
the divider, and install the next divider.
Continue this process to install the
remaining dividers.

Qninistr-sand the carcase and the side-
lJpanel assemblies to 220 grit, and
remove all dust. Mask mating l"-wide
glue-joint areas on the carcase sides and
side-panel legs, where shown in Photo G.
Now, stain the inside of the side-panel
assemblies; the outside of the carcase
sides and the back (L); the front edges of
the carcase; the dividers (M); and a 1"-
wide area around the inside of the car-
case at the front edge. (We used ZAR
Provincial stain.)

Twith the stain dry, remove the tape.
I Position the carcase upside down on

your workbench, and apply glue to the
previously masked areas. Now, mate the
side-panel assemblies to the carcase with
the top edges flush and a V+" leg reveal
at the front and back. Then, clamp
the assembly.

Make the drawers
I Edge-join enough 3/+"-thickstock for
I the drawer sides (N) and fronts and

backs (O). Plane to Vz" thick; then cut the
parts to size.

QCutaVq" dado V+" deep and /+" from
Erthe ends of the sides (N) on their
inside faces, where shown on Drawing 3.
See Drawing 3a for the setup we used.

Make two spacers for positioning
the dividers (M) in the carcase, as

shown in Photo B. Staning at the bottom
of the carcase, position the first divider
on top of the spacers. Mark screw-hole
centerpoints on the outside face of the
side panels centered over the divider,
where dimensioned on Drawing 2. Drill
pilot and countersunk shank holes at the
centerpoints, and drive in the screws.

i l i ( l

Squaring bnc?s-speed
carcase assemDly
Here's an easy way to square a
carcase during assembly. Make
four of the squaring braces, shown
on the drawing, fulow. Then, as
you assemble the panels, position
a braee in each corner, and clamp
it to the adjoining panels to square
them, as shown in the photo, rghf.

v,':T*'"" I
All r-
vT/r" 2u

rvrvrv. wo o donline. corn 61



/q" dado l+" deep tA" ttom back edge

@ onnwER JorNT
RABBET DETAIL

Auxiliary
fence

Inside
face
t , ffiO--:v;"'*=--;

ffil 5#:""'."
insert

)'o"ooffi.
blade

Edge-join enough 3/+"-thick stock
for the drawer faces (Q). Then, cut

the parts to size. Apply double-faced
tape to the drawer fronts (O). Center
each face in a carcase opening, and

Locate the cabinet-member part of a slide
sh" back from the front of the carcase
while supported on the wood spacer at
the rear and %e"-thick spacer at the front.

t/+" groove t/q" deep 1/c" trom bottom edge

E onnwen

1tl+"-diam. knob

Using the setup shown on Drawing 3b,
cut a Vq" rabbet /+" deep along the ends
of the fronts and backs (O) on their out-
side faces. Finally, cut a V+" groove /+"
deep and V+" from the bottom edge of the
sides and the fronts and backs to receive
the bottoms (P). Cut the bottoms to size.
Now, glue, assemble, and clamp the
drawers, and check for square.

QPosition the fulI-extension slides on
tfthe drawer sides, where shown in
Photo D, and attach with the supplied
screws. Then, disconnect the larger cabi-
net-member part of the slides from the
drawer member.

,llllnstall the cabinet-member part of
Ethe slides in the carcase, working
from top to bottom. To do this, first mea-
sure from the top surface of the carcase
bottom (I) to the top of the upper divider
(M). From 3/q"-thick scrap, cut a 2"-wide

( +dge x11/2" machinescrew
\

t/+" grooves 't/q" 
deep

rh" ttom bottom edge

I

)I
8"

I #8 x 1" P.H. screw

rA" rabbel/+" deep

7ge" holes

El onnwER JorNT
DADO DETAIL

spacer to your
m e a s u r e d
length plus %0".
Also. make two
lx2" spacers
%0" thick from
cardstock or
plastic laminate,
and set one
spacer aside.
Position a slide in the carcase, where
shown in Photo E. and drive in the
screws. (Note that the phdto shows instal-
lation of a slide near the.bottom with the
wood spacer trimmed accordingly.)
Repeat to install a slide on the opposite
side. Then, repeat the process, trimming
the spacer as necessary to install the
remaining slides except for the bottom
pair. For these, set them on the two r/re"-

thick spacers. Now, install the drawers.

1 8" full-extension slide

7gz" shank hole with mating 7/ac" pilol hole t/2" deep

Place a slide on a drawer side flush with the bottom and front edges. You'll need to
open the slide a little to drive in the screws.
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Plane or resaw to the thickness
listed in the Materials List.

press it onto the taped
front. Now, carefully pull
out a drawer and clamp the
face and front. Drill holes
from inside the drawer,
where shown on Drawing 3,
and drive the screws into
the face. Then, drill two
holes for the knob screws,
where shown. Repeat for
the remaining drawers.
Note: We found it easiest to
stoin the drawer faces (Q)
before installing them.

To1l it off

I Edge-join enough 3/4"-

I thick stock for the top
(R), and cut to size. Rout a
/+" round-over on the top
edges and a %" round-over
on the bottom edges, where
shown on Drawing 2.

)Cut the crest (S) to size.
A Mark the arch on the
crest, where shown. (Use
the technique that you used
to mark the arch in the bottom rails,
except you'll need a 4O"-long fairing
strip.) Using a compass, mark the curve
in the center of the crest, where dimen-
sioned. Bandsaw the top of the crest to
shape, and sand to remove saw marks.
Now, rovt Vq" round-overs along the top
edges and ends, where shown.

Q Position the crest on the top, where
tJshown. Drill pilot and countersunk
shank holes through the top into the
crest, and drive in the screws.
Note: We found it easiest to stain the top
assembly (MS) before installing it.

/ Screw the large end of the desktop
'f fasteners to the top rails (C) with
#8x1" flathead wood screws. Center the
top assembly (R/S) on the dresser, and
drive the #8x%" flathead wood screws
through the small end of the fasteners
into the bottom side of the top. From the
bottom of the carcase top (I), drill a pilot
and countersunk shank hole, where
shown, and drive the #8x1Vc" flathead
wood screw through the carcase top and
into the top assembly.

Final torrches

I Finish-sand any parts not previously
I sanded to 220 grit. Remove all dust.

Then, apply stain to these parts and to
the unfinished surfaces of the side-
panel assemblies.

wunn woodonline.com

t /qx48x48" plywood

l)Finally, apply two coats of a clear
Cr finish on all stained areas, sanding
between coats. (We brushed on
polyurethane.) Then, install the drawer
knobs with 1t/2" machine screws. I

rraaterials tist

A- outside legs 1/2' 13/q' 48Ve' 0

B" inside legs Vqu 13/q' 485/a' 0

C top rails 3/q' 5u 191/a' 0

D bottom rails Vq' 5" 191/q' 0

E panels 1/zu 101/t' 37s/s' 0P 2

F- edging 1/q, 1/z' 375/e' 0

G- spacers 1/2, 1/2, 41/q' 0

H sides Vq' 191/q' 451/a' 0P 2

I top and bottom Vru 191/q" 31' 0P 2

J- side edging t/+u 3/t' 45YB' O

K- top and bottom
e0glng 1/+' 3/cu 31', 0

L back Vqu 313/q' 44Ve' OP 1

M dividers 3/+u 11/z' 31' 0

N- sides 1/2u 8u 19" E0 10
O-fronts and backs l/zn B" 29t/z' E0 10

P bottoms 1/qu 171/2, 291/2', 0P 5

Written by Owen Duvall
Prolect design: Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Marty Baldwin

R- top Tq' 22Vq' 38' E0

S crest Vt' 3u 36' 0
-Parls initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key Goak, OP-oak plywood,
EO-edge-joined oak,

$upplies: #8x7e", #8x1", #8x1t/n", #8x1t/2", and #8x2"
flathead wood screws; #8x1" panhead screws; white
glue; easy-release painters' tape.

Blades and Bits: Dado blade, chamfer bit, %" Forstner
bit, flush-trim bit, t/+" round-over bit, t/a" round-over bit'

Brrying Grricle
Hardurare. Desktop fasteners, no. KV1547 (4);
1tlc"-diam. solid brass knobs with satin chrome finish,
no. A01950 G10 (10)with #8'32x1t/z" machine screws;
18" full-extension slides, no. KV8400 BIB (5 pr.) with
screws.Order kit no, K|T1002, $76.95 ppd., from
Woodworke/s Hardware. Call800/383-0130 or go to
www.wwhardware.com.

A o
3/a x 51/z x 96" Oak

l/q x 48 x 96" Oak plywood

Q-faces 3/qu 8' 307/s' E0 5
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We packed all these tools and bits-135 pieces total-into
an instant-access storage unit that takes up just 2x2' of

walt space.Think of how it will help orltardze your shop!
I
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Spin the entire carousel to access
each of i ts six tool-holding wings .. .

... and rotate each wing to access both
of i ts sides and the center column.
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181/2"

a- 63/41+

f 4s/a"_j
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7gz" shank hole. countersunk
on,top of @ and bottom of@

flroe AND BorroM

7ge" shank hole in
parts@and @,
redril l 17%q" hole
in parl @

Tsz" shank hole,'"'i'""'\ I

z/ea" pilot hole
1 " deep

# 8 x 1 1 / 2 " F . H .
wood screw

E cnnousEL

7/ac" pilot hole, centered

#8 x 11/z '  F.H.
wood screw

l'
I

147/a"
Locatibn of parts@

For the items needed
to build this project,
see the Materials List
and Cutting Diagram
on pages 66 and 67. t/q" hole

Ta" deep
centered
on part @

his handy shop helper is the brainchild of reader Jim
Maw of Kleinburg, Ontario. His ingenious design
earned the prize for "Best Storage Solution or Organizer

for Power Tool Accessories" in our Great American
Workshops Contest. (See issue 140, pages 72J7 for all the
winners and prizes.) We liked Jim's organizer so much that we
obtained the design rights from him, then built one ourselves so
that we can present the plans here.

Start witlr the carorrsel
I To make the top (A) and bottom (B), stick together two
I t/zxl6xl8Vz" pieces of plywood with double-faced tape.

Mark the top one "A" and the bottom one "B." Referring to
Drawing 1, lay out the hexagonal shape and location of the
holes on the top (A). Bandsaw close to the line, then sand the
top and bottom to shape.

tDnl|r the six 7rz" holes around the perimeter and the four
As/tz" holes around the center through both parts.
Countersink the center holes on the top surface of part A and
the bottom surface of part B. Drill the 1" hole at the center.
Make indexing marks across one edge of the joined parts for
later reference. Separate the parts. Enlarge the perimeter holes
in the bottom (B) to t7764".

QCut the core sides (C) to the size given on the Materials
fJList. Glue and clamp the core together in the configuration
shown on Drawing 2. Make sure the ends are flush. Drill pilot
and countersunk shank holes where shown, and drive in the
screws. Remove the clamps.

Afo position the core between the top (A) and bottom (B),
'f 

cut two thx\VzxI3Vz" spacers. Make the spacers from
poplar. [You can rip them later to 5" wide for the brackets (G).]
Clamp the core between the top and bottom, positioning it as
shown in Photo A. Using the countersunk shank holes in the top
and bottom as guides, drill pilot holes into the ends of the core,
and drive in the screws.

rvrvrv.woodonline. com

7gz" shank hole,
countersunk on
bottom face

t/+" dowgl
z/a" long

tA" llal washer

With the
indexing
marks on
the top (A)
and bottom
(B) facing
upward, use
spacers to
position the
core parallel
to two sides.
Measure in
from the
points,
centering
the core.

8"

I 1 6 "

I
I

_l

#8 x 1/2" F.H.--1i
wood screw 

I
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#8x3/+" F.H. wood screw--\ 
f

7sz" shank hole, countersunk

Attach an auxiliary
extension to your
miter gauge, clamp
on a stopblock, and
cut the notches in
the back (F), making
several passes.

7/6a"

pi lot hole
11/q"

1 "  ho le

z/o+" pilot hole
t/2" deee

s/sz" shank hole,
countersunk

1 " dowel
17s/+" long

t/
Add rotating panels
I From V+" tempered hardboard, cut the six panels (D) to
I the size listed.

)Cut the panel cleats (E) to the size listed. Mark, bandsaw
Eand sand the t/2" radli on their ends, where shown on
Drawing 2. For the six upper cleats, dnll1kq" holes, centered on
the length and the Vz" thickness, where shown. For the six
lower cleats, drill centered Vq" holes t/s" deep. Cut six t/q" dow-
els 1,/s" long and glue them in the holes in the lower cleats.

QGlue and clamp the cleats (E) to the panels (D), where
9shown. Set the panels aside.

Make the wall bracket

I Laminate two %x5Vqx22%" boards for the back (F). With
I the glue dry. joint one edge and rip and crosscut it to size.

Install a 3/q" dado blade in your tablesaw, and form the notch-
es for the brackets (G), where dimensioned on Drawing 3, as
shown in Photo B.

I Retrieve the boards used earlier for spacers, and cut the
Cr brackets (G) to the size listed. Mark the angled cuts, where
dimensioned on Drawing 3. Bandsaw and sand to the lines.

QCut the lower arm (H) and upper arm (I) to size. Using a
lJForstner bit, drill the 1" hole Vz" deep in the lower arm, and
the 1" hole in the upper arm, where shown on Drawing 3. The
holes are centered on the widths of parts H and L

/lGtue and clamp the brackets (G) to the back (F). Drill pilot
'l 

and countersunk shank holes, and drive in the screws.
Remove the clamps. In similar fashion, glue, clamp, and screw
in place the lower arm (H) and upper arm (I).

Finish and tnount
the carorrsel
I Sand all the parts to 220 gnt, easing
I the edges with a sanding block. Apply

the finish of your choice. We brushed on
two coats of satin polyurethane, sanding
lightly with 220-erit sandpaper between
coats. You can also prime and paint to
match existing cabinetry.

)Cut two t/+x3Vcx3t/q" hardboard
A blanks for the washers (J). Mark their
centers, and draw 3"-diameter circles.
Drill centered 1" holes, and bandsaw the
washers to shape.

QCut the cover plate (K) to size. Drill
tfcountersunk shank holes at the four
corners, where shown on Drawing 3.
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crrtting diagrarrr

t/2x24 x 48" Birch plywood

deep
t/+" lag scr€

3t/2" long

lq" llal
washer

t

I--*+
g/n"

/
t/{t" pilot]"rfre ( |-}

s/q', deep I "-
#8 x 1 1/z' F.H. wood screw

E explooeo

1"  ho le

1 "  ho le

21/2"

1" hole t/2" deep

# 8 x 1 1 / z " F . H .
wood screw

1 1/2"

z/aq" pilol hole 7a" deep

1/q x 24 x 48" Hardboard

3/+x51/z x 96" Poplar

@ @ @ @ @
3/+ x 51/z x 96" Poplar
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/lwitn the finish dry, drill /+" holes
'f 

throueh the wall-bracket back G).
Transfer ih"r" locations to the wall at a
stud location. Drill pilot holes into the
stud. Now fasten the wall bracket with
V+" lag screws 3Vz" long.

f Cut a l1t/q"-long piece of I " dowel.
rJPlace the carousel between the upper
and lower arrns. Slide the washers (J) in
place between the carousel and the arms.
Drop the dowel in from the top, seating
it in the hole in the lower arm (H). Center
the cover plate (K) over the upper arm's
dowel hole. Using the shank holes in the
cover plate as guides, drill pilot holes,
and drive in the screws.

fiAnange your tools on the panels and
lJmake the holders. For the mounting
methods we used, see the sidebar, right.
l'itWith the holders now attached to the
I panels, slip washers over the bottom
cleats' /+" dowels, and tip the panels
into place, seating the bottom cleat
dowels in the holes in the carousel's
bottom (B). Slide a #8 flat washer
between the top cleat and the carousel
top (A), where shown on Drawing 2.
Secure the panels to the top (A) with flat
washers and roundhead screws. Attach
the tools and bits.
Written by Jan Svec with Charles l. Hedlund
Project design:Jim Maw; Kevin Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Mafi Baldwin

A top 1/zu 16' 181/z' BP

B bottom ,/2 16' 181/z' BP

C core sides Tq' 41/i' 15"

D panels 1/t' 7Vq' 147/e' H

E panel cleats f2 3/q' 71/q'

F- back 11/z' 5" 221/q' LP

G brackets 3/"' 5u 131/z' P

H lower arm U^t 5" 131/2' P

I upper arm 3/au 6 i l  1 q i l

J- washers t/4 3" diam, H

K cover plate 3u 3u
-Part initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materials Key: BP-birch plywood, P-poplar,
H-tempered hardboard, LP-laminated poplar.

Supplies: #8x%" flathead wood screws (4), #8x1% flaf
head wood screws (32), #8x2" flathead wood screws
(3), #8x1t/q" roundhead wood screws(6), #8 flat washers
(12), Vi' flat washers (2),1/t" lag screws 3tl2" long (2), t/a'
dowel, 1" dowel.

Blades and bits: Stack dado set, 1" Forstner bit.

Buying Grride
Tool Holders, Look for spring-clip tool holders and mag-
netic tool holders at your local hardware store, home
center, or woodworking specialty store.

rvrvrv. woo donl ine. c o m

12

Arrange the bits or tools you wish to
store in the carousel on the panels.
Leave enough clearance between
items to allow for easy handling.

After fastening spring-clip tool holders
to the panel with machine screws and
nuts, snap the tools in place.

To avoid having to make intricate
holders for small or odd-shaped parts,
mount a magnetic tool holder with a
machine screw and nut.

If some of your tools have their own
small case or holder, you may wish to
mount it to a panel. To permanently
attach the case, drill holes through it
and the panel, and fasten with machine
screws and nuts. For removable attach-
ment, adhere Velcro tape to the case
and panel. Other easy mounting meth-
ods are to use spring clips, as shown in
Photo D, and magnetic toolholders, as
shown in Photo E. i

t/4

Adding your tools arrd bits
TOOL MOUNTING OPTIONS

#8-32 x 1t/2"
machine screw

1/+" nut

1/q" nul

Hole dri l led for
tool or bit.

Ifo* many of the hundred-plus
Ilsmall items that clog the drawers
in your shop can you fit onto your
carousel? To plan the arrangement of
your tools and bits, place the panels
(D/E) on your workbench, and position
the items, as shown in Photo C. You
can store items on both sides of each
panel, and also on the'core.
Note: For the panels to rotate, there
must be clearance between each panel
and the core. No bit, tool, or tool hold-
er may protrude beyond an imaginary
8"-diameter cylinder, centered on the
panel. Items stored on the core must
not interfere with the panels' rotation.

For tools that can hang from a peg or
pegs, mark the locations, and drill holes
through the panels. Insert machine
screws, and thread on nuts, as shown
on Drawing 4.

For drill bits and other tools that fit
in round holes, measure the bit or tool
center-to-center distances, and trans-
fer these dimensions to blocks of
wood. Drill holes slightly larger than
the bit-shank or tool diameters. Clamp
the holders to the panels. Drill pilot
and countersunk shank holes from the
opposite side, and drive in screws,
where shown. (We didn't glue the
holders in place, just in case we ever
need to rearrange our layout.)
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With well-chosen
scrap, try a whole
new way to display
your favorite photos.

edging, and drilling acrylic sheet,
see the article on page 70.

QBandsaw the brackets (D) from the
lJblank, cutting close to the pattern
lines; then, sand to the lines. Remove the
patterns, and finish-sand to 220 gnt.

tr

To cut the centered groove, make two
passes over your regular blade, turning
the opposite face of the blank to the
fence on the second pass.

quick
slick

hese great-looking photo frames
are so easy to make, you'll be
turning them out for everyone on

your gift list. We've designed frames to
fit single 5x7" photos, shown below rn
cherry, and the increasingly popular
4xlltA" panoramic photos, shown above
in bird's-eye maple and wenge; but it's
easy to custom-build a frame of any size.
Cut the acrylic panes (C) to the dimen-

sions of your photo plus 2" in length and
width. Allow 1" between multiple photos
in the same frame. Then, make the cap
and base (A) 1t/2" longer than the width
of the panes. All the other dimensions
remain as shown on the Materials List.

Make a cap and a base

I Cut the caplbase'(A) to the size
I shown on the Materials List. Install a

chamfering bit in your table-mounted
router, and adjust it to cut a /s" chamfer.
Set the fence flush with the bit's pilot
bearing. Using your miter gauge fitted
with an auxiliary extension to back the
cuts, rout the end chamfers. Then remove
the miter gauge and chamfer the edges.

&f stock to 3/e" thick for a blank for the
feet (B). Cut the feet to size. Glue and
clamp them to the base, where shown.
Sand the edges of the base and feet flush.
Finish-sand the cap and base to 220 git.

QAcrylic sheet comes with a protective
9covering. Leaving it in place, cut two
pieces of 3/tz"-thick (.093") clear acrylic
Vta" larger in length and width than the
size listed for the panes (C). Joint Vtz" off
all four edges of both pieces. Use a sand-
ing block and 320-grit sandpaper to
remove the sharp edges.

illCut a t/+xIx|}t/2" blank for the
'tbrackets (D). Make four copies of the

':i 
*,+si,:lMi.SC

Note: For inJbrmation on;;ffi

bracket full-size pattern on the WOOD
PATTERNSa insert. Adhere the patterns
side-by-side to the blank with spray
adhesive. Align all four bottom edges.
With your drill press, drill the r3lo+" holes,
where shown on the patterns.

fFirst testing your cuts in a piece of
tJscrap the same thickness as the brack-
et blank, cut a 3/to" groove 3/+" deep cen-
tered in the blank, as shown in Photo A.
The two acrylic panes with their protec-
tive covering in place should make a
snug fit in the groove. (The photograph
will compensate for the thickness of the
covering when it is removed.)
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7a" chamfer

lc x 1 x 10tl2" Wenge (Panoramic frame)

@
5x7

@
5x7

Vsz x 12 x 24" Clear acrylic

1"  long

#8-32 cap nut

Nour finish
and asserrrltle

13le+" hole clear acrylic
@

3/szx7 x9"
clear acrylic

7e" chamfer 17.' l-r..-

parts where necessary,
apply a clear finish. An aerosol

spray satin lacquer makes a good choice
for light-colored woods, such as maple or
ash. To enhance the tone of darker woods,
such as cherry, walnut, or oak, use an
aerosol satin polyurethane. Give the parts
three coats, lightly sanding with 320-grit
sandpaper between coats.

I Fasten the panes together face-to-face
Awith masking tape, slide theminto the
base brackets, and put on the cap. Center
the panes, and align the cap'with the base.
Using a felrtipped marker,'mark the loca-
tions of the bracket holes on the panes.
Remove the panes, and drill /+" holes.
Remove any bun with a countersink.

QRemove the masking tape and the
tfprotective covering from the panes.
To create the ftanslucent white surround,
place the back pane on a padded suface.

p",'r9"ri.

p'r9"ri.

Vgzx 16 x 20" Clear acrylic

Sand it on both sides with your random-
orbit sander and a 180-grit disc.

1f Cutfour 1" lengths of #8-32threaded
'f 

rod, and thread a nickel-plated cap nut
on one end of each piece. Wash and dry
the panes. Position yourphoto(s) befiveen
the panes. Slide the sandwich into the
base brackets, and add the cap. Insert the
threaded rods, and secure them with four
more cap nuts.lF

Written by Jan Svec with Charles l. Hedlund
Project design: Kevin Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMoine; Lorna Johnson
Photographs: Marty Baldwin

Vtu 2u |t/z' C

B* feet Va' 2' 2o

C- panes Vao 7u 9n

D* brackets

cap/base {tu

B* feet la' 2' 2n

C'panes {v.o 6u 13Yt A

D* brackets lu  20
-Parts initially cut oversize, See the instructions,

Materials Key: C+herry, A-acrylic sheet, M.bird's-eye maple,
W-wenge.

Supplies: Spray adhesive, #8-32 threaded rod (4 pieces 1" long
for each frame), #8-32 nickle-plated cap nuts (8 for each frame).

Rouler Bil: 450 chamfer,

trAF{{}fiA,fvitL-
tsfJ*-i*E;xe*tooeo

lff;-rs,r:

Center the brackets on the cap and base,
and set them in z/s" lrom the end bevels.
A strip of wood that fits snugly in the
brackets' groove keeps them aligned.

lf Glue and clamp the brackets to the
I cap and base, where shown on
Drawing 1. Use a strip of wood to keep
the brackets aligned, as shown in Photo B.
Wipe off any glue squeeze-out with a
damp cloth.

crrtting diagmnr

s/+x31/z x 36" Cherry (5x7" frame)
*Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials Llst.

s/e'F_E
l l. 
t_-Li

#}-gzthreaded ,od 1%"

%o" groove ,/-l
7a" deep, centered .t_.619l

A cap/base

s/qx3y2 x 36" Bird's-eye maple (Panoramic frame)

M 2
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*

*J lt's great stuff for jigs and

-. a projects, but you need the right
approach for the best results.

fllastic may not possess the char-
p acter and beauty of wood, but

- you'll never find a species of
wood that's 100 percent waterproof;
splinter-resistant; stable; a,nd, depending
on the type of plastic, ftansparent. When
you need some or all of those character-
istics for a jig or project, let this material
see you through.

Here we'll focus on three types of plas-
tic-acrylic, polycarbonate, and pheno-
lic laminate-and how to machine.
bond, and finish them. Acrylic is crystal-
clear and rigid; polycarbonate looks like
acrylic, but offers much greater resis-
tance to impact; and phenolic laminate is
opaque, has more strength than the other
two, and won't melt as you machine it.
When you need plastic, choose the best
type with the help of the chart at right.
Then adjust your cutting and shaping
operations accordingly.

Grrt witlr care
You can cut plastic with any of your
power saws, or shape it with a router.
Here are the keys to top results.

70

Tablesaw: An 80-tooth, triple-chip
blade does an excellent job of cutting
acrylic and polycarboriate on your table-
saw, as shown in Photo A. When you cut
phenolic laminate, however, avoid fine
particles by using a 40-tooth or coarser

blade, wear a dust mask, and provide
good ventilation, because the dust irri-
tates the lungs. The coarse blades also
cut acrylic and polycarbonate, but leave
a rougher edge and can chip the surface.
If you have to use a coarse blade on



Any tablesaw blade will slice through plastic. However, a blade with many fine teeth,
such as this 80-tooth, triple-chip model, gives you a much smoother result.

those plastics, cut the workpiece over-
size and trim it on the jointer. Or, use a
straight router bit and router table; set the
fence for a t/r0" cut.
Bandsaw: Use a skip-tooth blade, and
match the coarseness to the thickness of
the plastic. A blade with 10-14 teeth per
inch (tpi) works great with %" stock,
while Vq" mateial calls for only 6-8 tpi.
If the plastic melts as you cut, you need
a sharper blade or one with fewer teeth.
Scrollsaw: Melting can be a problem
here, because you're always cutting with
the same portion of the blade, and the
friction heats it rapidly. Scrollsaw expert
Rick Hutcheson recommends a speed of
1,000 strokes per minute or slower, a #5
double-skip-tooth blade, and two or
three layers of masking tape or clear
packing tape to absorb heat.
Router: You can shape plastic parts
quickly with templates and a handheld
router, as shown in Photo B, where
we're using an old router table insert
plate to shape a new one. Use bushings
and straight bits or bits equipped with
pilot bearings. Carbide bits spinning at
high speeds give the smoothest results.

Driil clean holes
Slightly modify any twist bits that you
want to use with plastic by carefully
reshaping the cutting edges at the tip of
the bit. Work both sides of the bit equal-
ly on the side of a fine grinding wheel, as
shown in Photo G, to form a vertical
scraping surface, as shown in Photo D.
Now the bit will bore without chipping
the edges of the hole.

Lubricate the bit with a light oil, such
as WD-40, and run your drill at a low
speed. To drill a Vc" hole. for example,
use a speed of about 1,800 rpm;for aVz"
hole, set the speed at 900 rpm. These
steps prevent heat build-up that can melt
the plastic.

Bond with solvent
Check at hardware stores, home centers,
or specialized plastics outlets (look
under "Plastics" in the Yellow Pages) for
methelyne-chloride solvent, labled as a
cement for acrylics. It bonds acrylic to
itself or polycarbonate to itself by dis-
solving a thin layer of plastic on the
adjoining surfaces. The plastic flows
together and hardens to make a joint.

Plastic can shatter
or climb the bit
when you use a
standard twist bit.
Grind your bit to
turn it into a rotary
scraper, and you
can put clean holes
right near the edge
of a piece.

When joining an edge to a face, make
the edge smooth and sraight. As shown
in the photo opposite, rest one piece on
the other, with a backer board behind
each, and clamp in place. Keep the verti-
cal backer board separated from the joint
line so it doesn't contact the solvent.

Use a solvent applicator, like the long-
needled model shown, or a syringe to
place a small amount of solvent all along
the joint. It will flow between the pieces,
dissolving plastic as it goes.

You can handle the assembly after it
has hardened for several minutes, but the
bond continues to get stronger for about
a week. We left a small tongue protrud-
ing, as you can see in the photo, then
shaved it off later with a bearing-piloted
flush-trim bit in a router table.

Srnooth and polislr
If you're making a quick jig for the shop,
the edges that you saw, joint, or rout
should be satisfactory as they are. But if
you want a more finished look for a dis-
play piece, )ou easily can smooth and
even polish the edges.

Smooth it to a matte finish with a hand
scraper. To refine it further, use a sand-
ing block and fine, weVdry sandpaper,
starting with 320 grit and moving up
through finer grits until you're satisfied
with the appearance. For total clarity,
charge a buffing wheel with a tripoli
buffing compound, and polish the edge
as shown in Photo E. i

Photographs: Mafi Baldwin;
Hetherington Photography

Flush-trim router bits work great with
plastic. Here we're shaping a router
table insert plate from phenolic laminate.

wrvw.woodonline.corn

Buff from the middle toward the lower
corner, then flip the piece and repeat. lf
you work the top corner, it could catch.
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ust like clamps, you never

seem to have enough stor-

age. And this easily built

project will serue your needs in

spades. Use it for lumber storage in

the shop or as a catchall in the

garage or basement. Plus, using

1/2" plywood and 2x4s for its

construction, you'll find this

project very affordable.

Note: Our unit measures 99" long and
rests on four casters for mobility. Size
the unit to suit your needs and omit the
casters if mobility is not a requirement.

I Cut the 2x4, plywood, and perfor4t-
t ed hardboard parts A,B,C,D,E,F to

the sizes listed in the Materials List.

DO" a flat surface drill countersunk
flmounting holes, and screlv the shelf
supports (A, B) together to form four
rectangular 2x4 frames. Note that the
bottom frame uses four Bs and the
other frames use just two.

2x4frarnes. Check each for square. Sand
or rout slight round-overs to break the
sharp edges along the top edges of the
Vz" plywood shelves.

if Glue and screw the fouruprights @)'fto what will be the boftom shelf
assembly (A, B, C). Use a framing
square to ensure squareness and plumb
of the uprights to the shelf assembly.

f Screw the bottom four vertical sup-
rJports (E) to the inside faces of the
uprights (D).

QPosition the next shelf assembly on
lJtop of the shelf supports, as shown in
Photo A.

lf Repeat Steps 5 and 6 to secure all
I the supports and shelf assemblies

QGlue and screw the four
tJplywood shelves (C) to the
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One level at a t ime, glue and screw the
2x4 vert ical supports into posit ion, and
add a shelf assembly. Continue the
process to the top of the project.

nnwvn woodonline.com

#B x 21/2" F.H.
wood screw

to the uprights. Before screwing the top
four supports (E) in place, make sure the
top of the top shelf sits flush with the top
ends of the upri-qhts (D). Trim the top
four vertical supports if necessary.

Cut the perforated hardboard (F) to
fit between two uprights for addi-

tional storage on one or both ends of the
unit. Add hooks for hangin-E tools, acces-
sories, or supplies.

Lay the unit on its side and attach 4"
heavy-duty swivel-lock casters to the

bottom if desired. Paint the completed
project if desired.dF

Project design: Charles l .  Hedlund
Photographs: Baldwin Photography
l l lustrat ion: Roxanne LeMoine: Lorna Johnson

Note: Attach@to end supports @
with #12 x 1" panhead screws.

Optional tZ" perforated
hardboard for hanging tools

materials list

A horiz. front &
back supports 1Vz' 31/z^ 96" C

B end supports 11/2" 31/2', 207/a', c

C shelves 1/zu 237/a' 96' PL

D uprights 11/z' 31/z' 717/a" C

E verlicalsupoorts 11/z' 31/z' 187s" C t t

F end panel 1/t' 167/a', 717/e', PH

lvlaterials Key: C-choice of pine or fir 2x4,
PL-plywood, PH-perforated hardboard.

Supplies:%" lag screws 1%"long (16),4 heavy-duty
swivel-lock casters (a), #12x1" panhead screws, #8x3"
flathead wood screws, #8x21/z" flathead wood screws,
#8x11/2" flathead wood screws.

207/a"

#B x  3"  F.H.
wood screw

4" heavy-
duty swivel
lock caster

10

l/- 
#B x 1 1/2" F 'H' wood screw

1/ez" p i lot  hole
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Honr much machine can
you buy for $500 to $900?

Quite abit, according
to our tests.

t f

I

il

# READERS'TOP 5
We surveyed woodworkers at
www.woodonline.com to find out
what matters most in a bandsaw.
They told us:

l. Power
2. Resawing capacity
3. Blade-guide system
4. Blade-changing ease
S.Table adjustntents

We'll take a close look at each area
in this article.

To test cutting power, we
mounted a stopwatch Io a
pushblock and timed a
12"-long cut in 6"-wide red oak.

s",f ;
- dirh



he bandsaws in this test meet the
requirements of most home
woodworkers: Their throat (rip-

ping) capacities range from I3V4" to
l6Vz"; all have enough power to handle
most resawing tasks; and all but one of
the models can be wired to a I l0- or
220-volt power supply.

Our first testing step was to assemble
and align the tools, according to the tune-
up procedure described on page 80, and
make note of any problems out of the
box. Using new 3-teeth-per-inch (tpi)
Lenox carbon-steel blades in each saw,
tensioned identically, we resawed 6" -
wide red oak, pushing each saw hard, but
not to the point of stalling. We averaged
the results of three tests, as described at
left and shown in the Plowing Power
chart below.

Next, we resawed the widest piece of
red oak that would fit on each saw. (We
installed riser blocks on the three saws
that offer them as an option. See "What
you need to know about riser blocks" on
page 76.) With some patience, all of the
saws could resaw their maximum.

w'

The Laguna LTl4's heavy cast-iron wheels (left) act like flywheels to muscle the
blade through hard woods and difficult cuts faster than the typical cast-aluminum,
spoked wheels (right).

The top five bandsanlrl
brrying points
I Power. The manufacturer-rated

I horsepower of the tested saws
- ranges from %hp to 2 hp, but those

ratings don't necessarily match up with
true cutting power. For example, the
Laguna LTl4 has only a r/z-hp advantage
over the Jet JWBS-I4CS, but the LTl4
cut more than twice as fast in our 6" resaw
test. (See the chart at left.) In addition to its
stout, 22}-volt-only motor, the momen-
tum of the LT14's massive cast-iron
wheels, shown above, carry the blade
through tough cuts without bogging down.

fll Resawing capacity. Two fac-

1/ tors contribute to a bandsaw's
H resawing capacity: the distance
between the table and the fully raised
blade guides, and power. Maximum
resawing capacity for the tested saws
ranged from 6" to l2Va". (See the chart
on pages 78-79.) Even with riser-blocks
installed, we could resaw 12"-wide red-
oak stock at an acceptable rate for home
woodworking (about 12" per minute). If
you work under production conditions
that require faster resaw speeds in wide
stock, you may need a more powerful
bandsaw than those we tested.

6 Blade-guide system. Guide
(, blocks keep the blade from twisting

f, and defleciing left or right, and a
thrust bearing backs up the blade to keep

":4q@Gai_

PLOWING POWER
Resawing hardwood is a good
measure of bandsaw power.
Using the results from the test
shown at left, this chart shows
how much 6" red oak we could
resaw in one minute with
each machine*.

Laguna LT14 (95")

Grizzly G10732 (61 "
Delta 28-293 (60")

Jet JWBS-16 (55")

Ridgid 8S1400 (48")
Shop Fox W1673 (48")

Jet JWBS-14CS (44"

*using identical 3tpi
carbon-steel blades
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FOUR TYPES OF GUIDES PROVIDE
VARYING BLADE SUPPORT

Laguna
ceramrc
guides

Jet
Euro-style
guides

1/2"

BladeWidth

it from bending back while you cut. (See
photo, below.) Both must be set precisely
for optimal performance, and micro-
adjustment knobs simplify the process.
We gave high marks to those saws that
have such adjusters. If the lower adjusters
under the table are located in a tight spot,
we downgraded the rating slightly.

As for the guide blocks themselves, the
drawing and photo above, show how
Laguna's ceramic guide blocks contact
the blade at eight points-four on the
upper guide and four on the lower

A micro-adjustment knob, like this one on the Delta,
moves the thrust bearing forward or backward for pre-
cise positioning behind the blade. The lower knob con-
trols the location of the guide blocks.

76

Laguna's ceramic blade guides (lett photo) have two contact points that provide more effec-
tive support than solid blocks, but have less surface area so they run cooler. Disc-shaped
Euro-style guides (right photo) keep the blade on the straight and narrow on the Jet JWBS-16.

3/q"

guide-to provide excellent support
across all blade widths. The Jet JWBS-
16's Euro-style guides, shown above
right, are next best, except on Vs" blades
where square guides make better contact.
Graphite-impregnated guide blocks actu-
ally touch the blade when properly set,
but self-lubricate to keep the blade cool
and prevent wear.

Blade-changing ease. Here,
we rated all aspects of blade chang-
ing: releasing the tension, and

removing, reinstalling, and retensioning
the blade. None of the saws in
our test have knuckle-busting
tensioning knobs: all clear the
top wheel housing easily. The
Shop Fox W1673 has a nifty
lever, shown on page 79, that

relaxes blade tension instantly. It's not
enough to remove the blade, but it elimi-
nates much of the cranking required by
the other saws.

We prefer to use as few tools as possi-
ble when swapping blades, and the Jet
JWBS-14CS and Ridgid saws rank high
here, requiring only a Phillips screwdriv-
er. Some need hexhead wrenches and/or
open-end wrenches to move, or remove,
guides or guards.
- Table adjustments. All of the

\ tables on the tested saws pivot
ly smoothly on a pair of sturdy trun-
nions. All of them also tilt 45" to the right
and at least 10o to the left (a must-have for
bandsawn dovetails). However, only two
saws-the Gizzly and Laguna-let you tilt
the table left without resetting the 0o stop.

what lrou need to lmorr about riser blocks
To increase a bandsaw's resawing capacity, some manufacturers otfer
an optional "riser-blocK'-a cast-iron block that you bolt into the middle
of the saw's frame. The extra 4-S" can double the distance between the
table and blade guides, adding enough capacity to make book-matched
22'- lo 26"-wide panels, or rough out a deep bowl blank for turning.
A riser-block kit typically includes the block, extended blade guards,

and a longer guide post. The Jet and Ridgid kits we tested also include
a longer 6-tpi, general-purpose blade. Installation takes less than 30
minutes with a helper.

lf you think you'll eventually want a riser block for your saw, consider
buying a kit when you buy the saw. (lt'll add $60-$90 to the price.) We
know many woodworkers who waited, and now have bandsaw blades
too short for their riser-block equipped saws.

RISER BLOCK

Round

Va"l3/e"

REAR BTADE GUARD



nreet the bandsavvs in our test

High points
.j Vifiually tied as second fastest-cutting

bandsaw in the test.
t Lower blade guides are close to underside

of table for outstanding support and reduced
blade deflection,

f Micro-adjustment knobs for lower blade
guides access easily from the front of
the table.

Low points
$ GuiOe post can drop when loosened unless

supported.
O Thumbscrew to adjust tracking is small and

uncomfortable to use.

With no thumb-
screws for the
blade guides, the
Delta 28-293 pro-
vides a clear view
to the cut line.

(shown with optional
riser-block kit)

New bandsavvs
due in October
iust as this issue went to press,
officials from Delta and Grizzly told us
of new mid-priced bandsaws they're

' bringing to the market. Delta
. announced a new line of Asian-made

saws modeled after the USA-made
saws, described al left, that also
include a quick-release blade tension-
er and a 4" dust-collection port. The
open-stand, s/q-hp 28-276 sells for
around $400; the closed-stand,1 -hp

28-2OG runs about $600.
Meanwhile, Grizzly introduced two

new mid-priced saws, the 14" G0555
and the 17" G0513 (shown at right).
Both offer ball-bearing blade guides,
extruded aluminum fences, and miter
gauges as standard equipment. Like
Delta's new models, they too sport
quick-release blade tensioners and
4" dust ports.

The riser-block-ready, 1-hp G0555
will sellfor $375, and the 2-hp, dual-
voltage, G0513 will go for $750.
(Prices do not include shipping

oor,1u

(@
:  * -
I

\ Sfi,f,8lt'rtyou need a hexhead wrench to
secure guide blocks, the set screws provide
an unobstructed view of blade. (See photo
at left.)

r) In late June, Delta introduced the 28-241,
an updated version of the 28-293 we tested.
According to a Delta official, they've boosted
the power lo 11/z hp and fixed the guide-
post problem. The new model wil l sell for
about $700, and also comes in an open-
stand version (model 28-231) costing $625,

.!

o
t

. . . t

High points

C. No tools required for frequent adjustments;
changing blades requires only a Phil l ips
screwdriver to remove rear blade guard

Low points

$ When resawing, the 1-hp motor struggled to
maintain constant speed unless we backed
off the feed pressure.

More points

$ The JWBS-I40S is identical, except it has a
7+-hp motor and open stand. lt sells for $530,

High points
t Viftually tied as second fastest-cutting

bandsaw in the test.
The large table tilts left without resetting
0" stop.
Price includes a good-quality rip fence
and miter gauge.

Low points

O To remove the rip fence, you must
disassemble one end of the front fence rail.

i: fne thin drive belt slipped off the pulleys
twice during our testing,

O Rubber feet helped dampen vibration, but set
the machine swaying during heavy cuts.

More points
+ At 408 pounds, it 's heavy!You'l l need a

strong friend (or two) to help you mount the
saw to its base,

+ 0pen-stand version (Gl073) sells for $625.
') This machine has three blade speeds, but

we found no advantage to the lower speeds.

(shown with optional
riser-block kit)

rvurw.woodonline.com

where applicable.)
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i I High points
m l_l f tts 10" resawing capacity is the largest in

Fl^ the test without going to a riser-block

r t' e- equrppeo mooer'

i1 *l o l*'.:1x;11;ru:i;.liiTffili''ascae
j I 

aJ Offers excellent dust collection, including the

I W il'illrlli: 3'# :l 
the test (0thers range

I L' Euro-style blade guides provide good support

, for blades 7+" or wider.

it Low points

4.

High points
t nt adjustment knobs and screws have a

comfortable soft-grip coating.
t Up-front scale eases setting table angle.
t At $500, it's the least-expensive saw we

tested, and a good value.

Low points
O We couldn't push this saw very hard and

get good results. lt took several cub before
we found the right feed pressure for the
fastest resawing.

More points
ri lt comes with a narrow sanding belt and

platen to turn your bandsaw into a
strip sander.

O Upper blade guides have micro-adjust knobs,
but lower guides don't.

$ Access to lower blade-guide assembly is
rather tight,

O Wraparound blade guard limits line-of-sight
to the blade and cutline.

More points
') Tension adjustment is easy to reach, owing

to its location below the top wheel housing,
but we needed two hands to turn it because
of the size of the adjustment wheel.

ri The model we tested was a pre-production
sample; Jet officials expect the saw will be
available later this fall.

',]

(shown with optional
riser-block kit)

NOTES:

1. Dual-voltage machines pre-wired
for 1 10 volts unless otherwise noted.* Comes pre-wired for 220 volts.

2. Distance between blade and frame.

3. Distance between table and
fully-raised blade guard.

High points
f fne LT14 cut 50 percent faster than the next

fastest tested saws.
C fne large throat plate has leveling screws

(similar to some tablesaws) for flushing the
throat plate to the tabletop,

f labte tilts 15' left without having to reset
0' stop.

f Four-point ceramic blade guides (see photo
on page 76) olfer excellent support for all
blade widths.

Low points
O Adjusting blade guides and bearings requires

three different sizes of hexhead wrenches.
slowing blade changes.

More points
-) The motor requires 220-volt electrical service.
* A high-quality fence comes with this saw,

but removing it requires partial disassembly
of front fence rail.

r) After we made an adapter for the unusually
sized porl (3y8"), the dust collection
effectiveness was excel lent.

t lf you're buying a bandsaw for resawing,
the LT14 is by far the best of the bunch.

(.) 0" table stop must
be reset to tilt table left.

5. (c)
(E)

(GP)

(RS)
(SS)

Ceramic
Euro-style
Graphite-impregnated
plastic
Round steel
Square steel

CAPACITY
(rNcHES)

u<,
F
9t

/=q

/f/t,,ffi
FeY

/s
-""-ldtffi

2,275
2,720
3,625
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High points

f Tension lever (shown at right) releases or
applies blade tension with a flick of the wrist.

t Rip fence and miter gauge come standard.

Low points

$ Motor is hard to mount to closed base;
an extra set of hands to thread nuts on bolts
is helpful.

$ lt's the only tested saw that won't accept a
%" blade.

More points

f, A middle-of-the-pack performer for a
premium price,

O The Shop Fox W1672 is a downsized clone
of this machine with a 1-hp motor, 14" rip
capacity, and73/s" resaw capacity. lt sells
for $595.

4 This machine has two blade speeds, but we
found no advantage to the lower speed.

Shop Fox's tension
lever rotates to adiust
blade tension, then
flips up to relax the
tension for extended
blade life.

Ghoose the saw by
how yorrtll use it
In this price range you won't find a

bandsaw with more cutting powerthan

ttre Laguna LIl4, so it's our first

choice for a resawing machine. It does,

however, require 220-volt service. The

Delta 28-293 isn't as powerful as the

Laguna, but it's more user-friendlY,
runs on 110 volts, and costs about

$115 less. If those machines make
your pocketbook pucker and you don't
plan to do a lot of resawing, Ridgid's
8S1400 is an excellent value at $5ffi.

Written by Dave Campbellwith Jeff Hall
Photographs: Marty Baldwin lllustration: Tim Gahill

Talk about thesa tools tr our rpeciaf UnO""*s forum, o, noa
: speclficadon3 on other types of tools, fy clit+ittg on the

"!bol' GgrrlFf,imns",tab at www.woodmall.c6cr.
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NOTES:

6. 21lq'port fits standard 2112" vacuum hose.

z.lExcellent

@ oooo

Effi Rverase

8. First measurement is saw under no load.
Second measurement is while resawing red oak.

e. (B)
(BG)

(c)
(F)

(FG)
(L)
(M)
(R)

(SB)
(SK)

Mobile base
Ball-bearing guides
Circle-cutting jig
Fence
Fiber guides
Light
Miter gauge
Riser-block kit
Sanding belt and platen
Three-speed kit

10. (LIFE) Lifetime warranty against
factory defects.

11. (B) Belgium
(C) China
(T) Taiwan
(U) United States

12. Prices current at time of article's
production, and do not include
shipping where aPPlicable.



lO-st tool tune-up:IUne-upi furt as with your car. a few minutes of
J regular maintenance on your bandsau'
can save you time and money over the
long haul. The next time you change
blades on your saw (or right after you'\'e
assembled your new saw), take ten min-
utes to ensure your tool's in tip-top shape
and running true. Here's how.

I Unplug the saw, then remove the

I blade as you normally would:
I Release blade tension, back out the

blade guides and thrust bearings, and
remove guards if necessary. Remove the
guide blocks, and clean and square their
contact surfaces. if necessarry.

Clean the wheels. No matter horv
effective the machine's dust col-
lection. some debris always sets

mashed between the blade and tire. Hold
100-grit sandpaper against the surface of
the tire and rotate the wheel by hand
until the tire is residue-free. Brush or
vacuum accumulated dust from inside
the wheel housinss.

Install and tension the blade. If the
blade is brand new, first wipe it
with a paper towel or cloth to

remove any oil. Although rnost bandsar,vs
have a tension indicator, we've always
had better luck tensionin-u by hand (or by
ear-more on that in a moment). With
the upper guard 6" above the tabletop and
the guide blocks reinstalled. push on the
side of the blade with your pinky finger
about 3" above the table. If the blade
deflects more than I/+" under moderate
pressure, add more tension.

Some woodworkers pluck the bandsaw
blade like a guitar string to set the ten-
sion. To do this. increase tension and
keep plucking until the tone tums from a
dull buzz into a clear tone. If the tone
begins to deaden again, you've oveften-
sioned the blade: Back it off until the
blade sings again.

Once satisfied rn'ith the tension, make
an index mark somewhere on the blade-
tensioning mechanism. You want to be
able to return to the same tension while
you continue with your tune-Llp.

(By the way, any time you don't plan to
use the saw for a few days. relax the
blade tension. That will help extend the
lif-e of the wheels and wheel bearin-ss.)

I Nign the wheels. It's not enou-uh
t . for the wheels to be parallel: they
= must also be on the same plane, a
condition called "coplaner." To make
them so, be-sin by removin_e the table
from your saw (or at least tilting it as far

:,'{' ":
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ALIGNING BANDSAW WHEETS

Top wheel

Straightedge

Bottom wheel

WHEELS NOT COPLANER
OR PARALLEL

ffi

flfffii #ir::,,:r
llt llffii
tL/ l l  \
I ll \ Remove

lp ll - ii:;:'"",","

u|rIm{ 
il*#:1"r"i";'"

Nffi.

tilt slightly until it travels true. Don't
worry about keeping the blade dead-cen-
ter in the tire; it should just find a line and
stick to it. Replace or close and secure the
wheel covers.

f) Got a dollar? It's the cheapest feel-

)(5"r gauge you'll find. Fold the bill,
lUplace it between the upper thrust
bearing and the back edge of the blade, as
shown in the Photo A, and adjust the
bearing location until it just holds the bill
in place. Secure the bearing, and repeat
for the lower thrust bearing.

f\Position the upper guide-block

$assembly so that the front edge of
lV the blocks are just a whisker

behind the blade's gullets (the valleys
between the teeth). Repeat for the lower
guide-block assembly.

Place one thickness of your dollar-bill
feeler gauge between the upper left guide
block and the blade, and adjust the block
so that it pinches the bill between block
and blade without deflecting the blade.
Secure the left block. With the bill still in
place on the left, thread the other end
between the right block and the blade,
snug the right block up against the bill
and blade (as shown in Photo B), and
lock it into place. Now, repeat this
process for the lower guide blocks.
I tl Reinstall the table. Raise the

I I lupper blade-guide assembly as
lVhigh as it will go, and use a

drafting triangle or combination square to
ensure the table is perpendicular to the
blade, as shown in Photo C. If not, adjust
the table's 0" stop (usually a bolt under
the table) in or out until it is. 'F

right as it will go.) Open or remove the
wheel covers and lay a long straightedge
against the rims of the wheels, as shown
above or in the photo opposite, staying as
close to the hubs as you can. If the
straightedge touches all four edges of the
wheel rims, skip to Step 7. If not, you'll
need to align the wheels, as described in
Steps 5{.

F Start by making the wheels paral-
Illel. With the straightedge against
Vbottr wheels as in Step 4, tilt the
top wheel until the straightedge contacts
both rims of either wheel. (Follow the
manufacturer's instructions for this
adjustment.) Maintaining contact with
that wheel, keep tilting tlle top wheel
until the gap between the straightedge
and the other wheel is parallel.

WHEELS COPLANER

If the straightedge isn't touching
all four rims at this point, you'll
need to move one wheel in or out

the distance of the gap. Again, follow the
manufacturer's instructions for this
adjustment. Some bandsaws require
adding or removing shims behind the
wheel to make them coplaner. Ordinary
washers work fine for these shims, or
make your own from sheet metal. If you
had to remove the blade to shim the
wheels, reinstall and retension it.
llf Now it's time to check the blade

f tracking. If you've done everything
- properly so far,'little adjustment

should be needed. Rotate the top wheel
by hand, watching the blade's position on
the tire surface. If the blade works its way
to one edge or the other. tweak the wheel-

WHEELS PARALLEL,
BUT NOT COPLANER

)

&

A double thickness of paper currency pro-
vides proper clearance between the thrust
bearing and the back edge of the blade.

A dollar bill wrapped around the blade
helps set the saw's guide blocks.

With the bandsaw table's 0' stop set
precisely, you're ready to begin cutting.
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case
fi,tterctsmial

esigned for a 5x9r/z' American flag,
this case preserves the carefully-
folded symbol of our nation and

honors the memory of a loved one.You c;ln
set this case on a tabletop or shelf, or
hang it on a wall courtesy of a clever
pair of bevel-edge cleats.

Making a flag case usually requires
cutting long, narrow 22r/2" miters
where the sides meet the base.
By fitting the base between the
sides, our design eliminates
these difficutt cuts, leaving
you with easy 45o miters
all around.

* * * * * * * * * * * *
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E uren DETATL

1814"

2413/sz"

Ftrst, rnake the triangrrlar frarne

I Plane a t/qx4x72" board to /2" thick for the sides (A) and the
I base (B). Cut these parts to the width and about 1" longer than

the lengths listed in the Materials List. Save the extra stock for
testing the spline-kerf cuts later. Take care to plane your

material accuratelv. It must be exactlv Vz" thick for all the
frame dimensions to work.

)Vtiter-cut parts A and B to length, to the dimen-
Etsions shown on Drawing 1. Note that all the

miters cuts are 45o and that the base fits between
the sides. Miter the ends of your test piece for

use later when setting up your tablesaw to
cut the spline kerfs in the sides (A).

QReferring to the three steps
tfshown at right, cut the spline

kerfs in the mitered ends of parts
A and B. Use your test piece to

verify the accuracy of your
saw setups before cutting

the kerfs in the parts.

/_nip a zAexl2".
Estrip of VB'

hardboard. then
crosscut three

3t/a" -Iong
s p l i n e s .
T e s t
the fit

of ttre splines
in the kerfs. We had to

lightly sand our splines for a good
fit. Dry-assemble the sides and base with the

splines to check the fit, then apply glue to the miters and
splines, and clamp the frame together, as shown in Photo A.

Add the trirn, backn glassn and liners
I From the edge of azA"-thick, 25"-long board, rip six Vz"-widestrips for
I the side trim (C) and base trim (D). Laying the strips on their 3/q" faces,

plane them to s4" thick. Miter-cut two sets of trim to length, one set each
for the frame's front and back. The trim miters match those of the frame.
The outside edges of the trim and frame are flush, as shown on Drawing 2.

)Glue and clamp one set of trim (C, D) to the frame's front edge. With
Cr the glue dry, clamp (do not glue) the other set to the frame's back edge,

www.woodonline.com

CUTTING THE SPLINE KERFS

Set the assembled frame on a flat surface, and draw its
mitered corners together with a pair of bandclamps.



f l ag  case  *  a

p clenrs

he ro ' s  memor i a l

I
z',

_t
#8 x 1 1/z' F.H. wood screw mounted to wall

l<- 7i/4" --------------1 \Saw *ef

1/a XTAa X 33/a"

2413/sz"

Mitered
ends

E sroe sEcroN vrEW
#4 x 1" brass

F.H. wood screw

Wall

#8 x 1/2" F.H.
wood screw

Drive the screw
into a stud or
use a wall anchor.
)

I

#8 x 11/z'  F.H.
wood screw

The mating cleat bevels provide concealed attachment. Level
the wall cleat during installation to ensure a level-hanging case.

#8 x t /2"  F.H.
wood screw

1674a

161/2"

\

23114a

7o+" shank hole, countersunk
on back side

#4 x 1" brass
F.H. wood screw

t-"( r--
_?31/.ra"

Single-strength glass

Mitered
ends E exploDED vtEW

and drill pilot and countersunk shank holes, where shown on
Drawing 3. Set the back trim aside.

?fo lay out the back (E), place the frame's back top 90o cor-
lJner on the 90o corner of a piece of W" hardboard. Trace a
line onto the hardboard along the inside edge of the base (B).
Bandsaw and joint to the line. Have a piece of single-strength
glass cut to fit inside the frame, leaving a Vre" space all around.
(You also can use clear acrylic sheet, and cut it with an 80-
tooth carbide-tipped blade.) ,
,,[ Resaw azAx3Vqx36" board in half, and plane it to r/+" thick
'l 

for the side liners (F) and base liner (G). Cut these parts
about %" wider and t/2" longer than the dimensions listed.
Miter-cut the parts to fit inside the frame. The fit should be
snug, but not tight. To determine the exact width for the liners,
place the frame facedown on your bench, and lay in the glass
and back. Slide the liners into the frame, and mark their fin-
ished width by striking a line even with the back edges of the
frame. Remove the liners, and trim them to width.

f Plane at/qx2xl}" board to3/s" thick to make a blank for the
rJback cleat (H) and wall cleat (I). Make a 45" bevel rip
along one edge, where shown on Drawing 4. Cut parts H and I
from the blank where dimentioned. Drill a countersunk hole in
the wall cleat (I) for attachment to the wall later.

ftAssemble the glass, liners (F, G), and back (E) in the
lJframe. Screw the back side trim (C) in place. Glue and
clamp the back cleat (H) to the back with its 90' corner nested
in the corner formed by the trim, and the bevel oriented as
shown on Drawing 2. With the glue dry, remove the back, drill
a pilot and countersunk shank hole in the back and cleat, and
drive in the screw.

84

Mitered ends

45" bevel
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Aprrlv finish and
a3Seinlele the case
I Remove the liners and glass. Sand all
I the parts, except the back, to 220

grit. Ease any sharp edges with a sand-
ing block. Apply two coats of satin
polyurethane, sanding lightly wrth 220-
grit sandpaper between coats.

)Witn rhe finish dry, lay the frame
Erfacedown on vour workbench. Place
the glass in the fiame, insert the liners,
then the folded flag. Add the back, and
screw the rear side and base trim (C, D)
in place. If you need to fold your flag to
fit the case, see the sidebar, "The correct
way to fold the American flag" at right.

QFasten the wall cleat (I) to the wall,
tfeither screwins into a wall stud. or
using a wall ancho-r. Check the cleat for
level. Hang the case. Note how the back
cleat (H) and the wall cleat (I) interlock
in Photo B and on Drawing 2.al

A'sides 1/z' 33/a' 18V4' C

B- base 1/z' 37e' 241Vsz" C

C* side trim Ve' Vc' 181A' C

D'base trim Vau Vc' 2311/te" C

E back V4u 167Aa" 167Aa" H

F* side liners 1/cu 31Aa" 161/2' c

G*base liner th, 31/rc', 2211Aa,' C

H- back cleat Va' 2u 4u C

l- wall cleat Vau 2u 71/cu C
-Parts initially cut oversize, See the instructions,

Materials Key: C<herry, H-hardboard,

Supplies: t/e" hardboard, #4x1" brass flathead wood
screws (12), #8xr/2" flathead wood screw, #8x1t/2" flat-
head wood screw, wall anchor, single-strength glass.

crrtting diagfinrnr

tAx24 x 24" Hardboard

The correct wav to fold the
Arnerican flag 

-

Our flag case is shaped to hold a
properly-folded 5x9t/z' American flag.
Here's how it 's done.

Step I
Fold the flag in half.
You now have open and
closed edges.

Step 2
Fold in half again toward
the open edge.

Step 3
Fold the closed corner
toward the open edge,
forming a triangle.

Step 4
Fold the point of the
triangle toward the .
blue f ie ld.

Steps 5-t I
Continue folding unti l
you have one square of
the field left.

Steps l2-f3
Fold the open corner of
the square toward the
closed edge. Tuck the
resulting triangle into the
rest of the flag.

3/q x 5y2 x 96" Cherry *Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List.

3/a x 51/z x 96" Cherry
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- t |le woodworkers love the wrn-
lf,t ter, when outdoor chores end
U U and nasty weather drive us

indoors to where we wanted to be in the
first place-our workshops. But if our
shops lack heat, we could be sidelined
for much of the woodworking season.

To fix the problem, many people turn
to portable space heaters for warmth. But
these units often are marginally effective
at best. For real comfort, consider a
dedicated shop-heating system.

For about the price of a good cabinet
saw, say $1,500, you can buy the compo-
nents to heat a 24x24' workshop. You
might even find a used appliance for a
fraction of that cost by checking with
local heating contractors. Professional
installation will cost in the range of
20-30 percent more. Here are some
smart, widely-available options. (For a
quick overview of the Epes, see the chart
and sources at the end of the article.)

Burning issrres
Shops share some of the same heating
concerns as homes, but significant differ-
ences exist, as well. Keep the following
in mind as you plan a heating system.
I Insulation: You can't bring warmth
effectively in until you keep the cold out
by sealing and insulating your shop. The
up-front expense is small compared to
what you'll save in the long run.

This difference is easy to see looking at
heating requirements, figured in British
Thermal Units (BTUs) per hour. For a
24x24' shop in the upper Midwest,
where winter temperatures dip below
0 degrees Fahrenheit, manufacturers
quote an average of about 25,000 BTUs
per hour for an insulated shop, and more
than 50,000 for one without insulation.
I flir gudity: Fill the air in your shop
with enough fine sawdust or finishing
fumes, and you'll have the potential for
an explosion. So stay away from open-
flame heaters and from electric units
with exposed heating elements. Choose
a unit that, if electric, has shielded ele-
ments, or, if gas-powered, draws outside
air for combustion rather than shop air.
I Insurance and permits: Before you
install a heating system, check out local
code requirements governing the types
of heaters you can use, installation
restrictions, and required permits. Talk
to your insurance company, as well.
Skirting these steps could lead to fines,
or to denied claims if you have a fre-
even one unrelated to the heating system,

www.woodonline.com

such as one caused by improperly dis-
carded finishing rags. (You always lay
your oily rags out to dry flat, right?)
I Unigre reguirements: Differences in
climate, construction, and usage dictate
different heating needs in every shop.
Check out "A heated debate," on page
90, for more individual considerations.

TIre old relialtle: a gas-
fired, forced-air frrrnace
Forced-air heaters fall into a couple of
categories: Self-contained heaters that
mount to the wall or hang from the ceil-
ing and the traditional ducted furnace,
found in many homes.

Self-contained heaters, such as the
model shown in the photo, right, have
been standard issue in shops and garages
for years. They don't eat floor space, and
are relatively easy to install because they
don't require ducting. These heaters pro-
duce heat from economical liquid

propane (LP) or natural gas. Most circu-
late warmed air using a fan. Unlike older
versions, some modern units draw com-
bustion air from the outside, as shown in
the drawing, below middle.

A traditional furnace disffibutes air
through a series of ducts to just where
you want it. Installation involves more
challenges, but a furnace also accommo-
dates central air conditioning.

If you choose a furnace that doesn't
draw outside airfor combustion, install it
in a separate room to minimize dust and
fume hazards. The drawing, bottom,
shows one way to do this.

A ceiling-mounted heater, such as this
unit from Reznor,
installs easily,
provided you -
have access
to LP or
natural gas.

Most direct-vent and separated-combustion heaters feature a 2-in-1 pipe that draws
intake air and exhausts waste through a single opening in the wall.

Ilbrced-air frrrnace sholr lreating

Locating the furnace in an adjoining, unheated room eliminates potential for a dust
or fume explosion. A filtered cold-air return traps shop-generated dust.
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who le - shop  hea t i ng  sys tems

Radiant tube heaters, such as this
Re-Verber-Ray unit, are available in sever-
al sizes, and can be configured in straight,
"U" and "L" shapes to fit the space

Trrrn on the trrbe
If you have access to gas, but don't want
forced-air heating, check out a ceiling-
mounted radiant tube heater, shown in
the photo and illustration, above.

Tube heaters burn LP or natural gas,
which warms the air inside a long metal
pipe. Heat radiates downward, warming
objects it strikes. The system has no
external fan to stir up dust in the shop.

Heat rrnder feet
When building a new shop (oh yeah, it's
a "gatage," we won't tell), you might
consider hydronic, in-floor radiant heat- r
ing. These systems are becoming more
affordable and increasingly popular in
homes, shops, and buildings of all types.

As shown in the photo, bottom left, the
heart of a hydronic system is a network
of plastic tubes, usually imbedded in a

Just like the sun, radiant heaters warm the objects in the room, such as the floor or
any pieces of equipment, which in turn radiate heat back out, warming the air.

concrete floor. Hot water pumped
through the tubing heats the concrete,
which acts as a giant radiator and warms
everything above it.

You can power a hydronic system for a
two-car-garage-sized shop with a small
water heater. (If it's a gas unit, you still
need to isolate the flame from shop air,
of course.) You can build a "closed" sys-
tem filled with antifreeze, or run a water
supply to the shop and let the heating
system provide hot water, as well.

Electric options
Electricity has traditionally been an
expensive heat source. Even so, the setup
costs with other systems may make it
worth considering, especially if your
BTU needs are low or you spend limited
time in the shop during cool seasons.

Unless you're dedicated to very tradi-
tional woodworking, you already have
electric service to your shop, so chances

are you won't need anything more to run
an electric heater. Units that run on 220
volts generally produce more heat.

Electric heaters come in many sizes
and styles, and it's easy to add more
based on need. Portables don't require
special insurance, and even permanent
units seldom require a permit.

Radiant panels, such as the ones shown
below, from Radiant Electric Heat, Inc.,
pass electricity over a large metal plate
to produce warmth. These heaters are
fairly immune to dust and fume dangers.

According to the manufacturer, heat-
ing with radiant electric panels costs
about the same as using a natural gas or
LP forced-air system. Electricity costs
more per BTU but, because radiant heat-
ing warms objects and not just the air,
electric panels heat using fewer BTUs

Other electric options include in-floor,
ceiling-mounted, and simple "plug-and-
play" baseboard units.

Contined on page 90

In a radiant-slab floor, water flows through flexible plastic tubing that gets routed and
secured before pouring concrete. Electric in-floor radiant systems exist, as well.
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Cove heaters from Radiant Electric Heat.
Inc. provide economical radiant heat
without taking up much space. Heating
large areas requires multiple units.
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While a wood stove seems perfect for
heating shops, modern gas and electr ic
systems are simpler and safer to use.

who le - shop  hea t i ng  sys tems

Is r,vood good?
A wood-burning stove seems l ike the
ultin-rate romantic sollrce of shop heat for
many woodworkers. Afier all, you're
makin-e fuel all the tir-ne in the form of
scraps and (heaven tbrbid) rnistakes. But
wood stoves do have drawbacks.

First, those kiln-dried scraps burn up
pretty quickly. so you' l l  need a supply of

split firewood. Even with _qood wood, an
inexpensive stove can be hard to regu-
late, causing wide temperature swings.
And unless you make special trips to
stoke the fire, you'll lose your heat when
not in the shop.

Insurance companies may balk at a
stove's open flame and hot surfaces.
Also. some communities with strict air
standards re_gulate the use of wood-
burning stoves and fireplaces. A stove
may look great in the shop, but isn't the
safest heat source. JF

Written by David Stone
lllustrations: Kim Downing; Lorna Johnson;
Roxanne LeMoine; Jim Stevenson
Photographs: Marty Baldwin; Reznor, Inc.;
Radiant Electric Heat, Inc.; Radiant Floor Co.;
Craig Carpenter

For additional help with setting up a heating system in your
shop, contact a local heating contractor, or take a look at lhe
products offered by these companies:

Detroit Radiant Products Co. ifie"Verber'Rayl
Overhead radiant tube heating systems
800 1222-1 1 00/www. reverberrarl.c0m

Radiant Electric l"leat. lne.
Radiant electric cove, wall-mounled, and baseboard heating
syslems. 800 177 4-4450 lwww.electricheat.com

Radiant Floor Co.
Hydronic floor heating systems
866/927-6863/www, radiantcompany.com

Heznor, lnc.
Ceiling-mounted, self-contained heating systems
800/695- 1 90 1 /www, reznoronline.com

A heated debate:
Deciding how many
BTUs you should use
Whatever type of heating system you
choose, answer these questions before
you shop. Discuss the answers with a
heating contractor or salesperson to
ensure that you select the size and type
of system that best suits your needs.
l. Does your shop stand alone or is it attached
to another heated structure?
2. How many exterior walls does your shop
have, and are they cunently insulated?
3. ls it a dedicated shop, or a space also used
for a garage or other purposes?

4. What are the shop dimensions?
5. How high are the ceilings?
6. What construction materials make up your
shop (wood, brick, concrete block, etc.)?
?. Do you know the insulation values in the
walls and ceiling?
8. How many windows does the shop have, and
are they single-pane or high-efficiency units?
9. How many exterior doors are there?
10. Does the shop have overhead garage
doors? lf so, are they insulated?
ll. How many hours per week do you spend in
the shop during cold seasons?
12. When not in the shop, will you heat it to at
least above freezing?
13. Do you have a gas line near the building, or
willyou have to run one?

Type

Conventional
forced-air furnace

Self-contained
forced-air heater

Overhead radiant
tube heater

Hydronic floor heater

Available
BW range

25,000-100,000

Unit Cost

Moderate/hioh
($1,500-$3,000)

Installation
Cost

Operating Cost Pros/Gons

30,000-125,000 Moderate Moderate
($800-$1,200) ($400-$800)

25,000-50,000

5,000-100,000 Lodmoderate
($3oo-$500.)

-Not including
concrete slab

Moderate/hiqh Low/moderate
($8oo-$1,500)

. Available in a range of styles and prices.

. Requires gas line, ducting, and venting.

. Mav dry out shop air and stir up dust.

. Requires isolation of flame from shop air.
r Ducting can be used for air conditioning.

. Available in a wide range of sizes.

. Requires gas line and venting.

. May dry out shop air and stir up dust.

. Requires isolation of flame from shop air.

. Units with fans may be noisy.

. Not distributed as widely as other systems.

. Requires gas line and venting.

. Can interfere with overhead garage doors.

. Requires ceilings at least B'-high.

. Not available in low-BTU sizes.

. Provides even heating throughout space.

. A small gas or electric water heater can power
most shop-sized systems.

. Can provide hot water, if desired.

. Requires new construction or new floor.

. Many styles available in home centers.

. EasV to install: plug in or hard-wire.

. Poftable models can be expensive to operate.

. Effective in low-BTU-need regions.

. Requires ganging small individual units.

LoMmoderate

Low

LowModerate/hioh
($9oo-$1,500)'

t

Low
($75-$500

Low

90

Moderate Low/moderate
($750-$1,1 oo) ($250-$1,ooo)

Electric heater 500-2,500 ($o-$5oo) Moderate/high
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WHY ARE WE PRACTICALLY "GIVING AWAY''
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ff405 Woodworl(ing
Patterns for Only
2c Each?"

(By Frank K. Wood)
FC&A, a Peachtree City, Georgia, publisher, announced

today that it is practically "giving away" an all-new set of "405
Woodworking Patterns."
o Welcome signs for every occasion.
o Glider swing, adirondak table and chair.
o Gardening grandparents and bunny.
o Swinging scarecrow and a scarecrow on

a fence.
o Giant rocking horse, carousel and sea

horse tables.
o Potato bin chest and collapsible basket.
o Birdhouses and birdfeeders in different

styles.
o Ye olde English carolers, Christmas yard ornaments.
o Whizzing whirligigs like the rowing fisherman, flying eagle,

flamingo, mallard duck and swimming fish.
o Christmas mouse for your house, Christmas train in case of rain!
o Santas galore.
o Shelf sitter's see-saw collection.
o Kitty door stop and four seasons perpetual calendar.
o Comical clowns, napkin rings and shelf brackets.
o Holstein cow - with udders that shudder and swinging tail too!
o Southwestern cactus collection. t*
o Wooden toys for girls and boys. fu

o Southwestern cactus collection. t*. 
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Build all these wooden favorites. Illustrated plans include intri-
cately detailed patterns and complete instructions. To order a set, just
retum this notice with your name and address and a check for $9.99
plus $3.00 shipping and handling, and we will send you "405
Woodworking Patterns;'Or, for only $ 12.99 plus $3.00 shipping and
handling, you can get both the basic set and an extra 100 patterns.

Plus, you'll also get a free preview of companion sets of FC&A
Woodworking Patterns, about every two months, on a 30 day free
trial. You can keep only those sets you want and cancel any time.

Send your check along with your name and address to: FC&A,
Dept. AWZ-10, 103 Clover Green, Peachtree City, GA 30269.

You get a no-time-limit guarantee of satisfaction or your money back.
You must cut out and return this notice with your order.

Copies will not be accepted!
IMPORTANT - FREE GIFT OFFER
EXPIRES NOVEMBER 5, 2OO2

All orders mailed by November 5,2002, will receive a free
giftr "50 Special, Seasonal, Woodworking Patterns," guaranteed.
Order right away! oFC&A 2002

shop-ploven products
These woodworking wares passed 0ur shop trials

DeWaltts rilrlti-base
router lcit gets it right
I have a personal rule
against buying multi-
anything tools because
each function typically
compromises the others.
DeWalt's new DW6l SPK
multi-base router kit is an
exception to the rule.

The heart of the system
is the fixed-base DW618K,
boasting soft-grip handles
and a 2V+-hp, soft-start,
electronic variable-speed
motor. That removable
motor also snaps into a
matching plunge base or
D-handle base. I cut
some hefty mortises
using the plunge base
and detected no hint of
strain from the machine.

Performance * * * * *
Price $250 (fixed-base & plunge kit)

$190 (fixed base router only)
$80 (D-handle base only)

* * * * *
Call DeWalt at 800/433-9258, or visit
www,dewalt.com.

Instead of rotating the motor in the fixed base to adjust the
height, the DW6l8K's twist ring smoothly threads the motor up

and down without rotating it. That means the power switch stays

in one place: within easy reach of your thumb. In a thoughtful nod

to left-handed users, DeWalt engineers designed the motor so you

also can mount it with the switch on the left side.
Speaking of user-friendly engineering, the DW6l8K's detach-

able power cord makes the changeover to the D-handle base has-

sle-free. Simply twist the base of the cord to remove it from the
motor, plug it into the base on the handle, then plug the D-han-

dle's shoft cord into the motor, as shown above.
The true test of a multi-base kit is its plunge base, and this one

proved fluid-smooth and steady. It also has through-the-plunge-
post dust collection, which effectively cleared the chips from even

deep mortises. My only gripe about the plunge base is that the

beefy depth-stop rod hides a fair amount of the depth scale.
Almost as impressive as the performance is the number of

accessories that come with the DW6l8PK. In addition to the fixed

and plunge bases, the $250 kit includes a carying case, t/t" and

%" self-releasing collets, two clear Lexan subbases (one that
accepts Porter-Cable-style guide bushings, and one with a larger

2t/2" bit opening), and a neat concentricity tool-the cone-shaped
gadget in the foreground of the photo-that centers the subbase
(or your router table insert plate) over the collet.

The fixed-base router also comes in a 1%-hp, fixed-speed con-
figuration (model DW6l6K) for $30less. It's also available in kit

form with plunge- and D-handle bases' 
-Tested by George Granseth

Corttinued on Page 100

DeWaIt DW6lBPK
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I AllWoodline USA Products Feature
Tough Micro Grain Carbide

SET
Inclu

5 Straight Bits
6 Roundovers

3 Dovetails
3 Core Box
3 Cove Bits

2 Flush Trim, 1 Panel Bit
2 Roman 0gee, 2 slot cutters, 1 "V" Groove

1 Chamferand 1 BevelTrim Bil SUPER BUY

vul-2noouR PRrcE omY$l O9 r*

5 Piece DOUEIAII SET
. 1 4" 3/4" . 1 4" 5/8'
,8o 112' , 14o 112'

. 14" 3/8"
1/2 Shank RouterBits

wL-2017
$3()VALUE

OUR PRIGE OIUTY$l9 set

6 Piece GABIIUEI DOOR SF
1/2 Shank RouterBils
.2-pc Rail & Stile (Roman Ogee). Drawer Lo*
.3 1/4" D Panel Raiser (Ogee). Door Lip. Glue Joint

wL-2020-1 $175VALUE
oUR PRIGE OItltY $l I I set

5 Piece GABNET

| 3 Piece DOUEIAII SET
1/2' Shank Router Bih

.3 Straight Blh
'10 DovetailBils

:; wL-2014
$12s

VALUE
bun pnrcE orrY $49 set

f 5 Piece ll2"
SHA]IIK SET

Inclu<
r Qhgrnfgy r Sgyg =

'i, 1/2'R,3/g'R,1/4'R
. Roundover =

1/2'R,3/8'R, 1/4'R
. Roman 0gee = 1/4"R

. straighl Bits = 3/4"R, 1/2"R, 1/4',R
. 1/2"Dovetail .1/2"Roundover .1"CL FlushTrim . Rabbet Bit

WL-20221or 112" or WL-2021for l/4"SHANK SET

OUR PRIGE Ollfl,Y$59 each set
ffi

12'Shank RouterBits WL-2011 $175 VALUE
OUR PRIGE oIItY $99 set

8 Piece PTIURE FRATE SET
Perfecl for making great looking picture frames. Bits can be combind f0 brm ofir$or

9 Piece ilIASTER DADO $ET '."''
Includes Undersize for Plywood, Standard lor Hardwood
and 0versize for Melamine
orVeneered Materials
ln 3 fopular Sizes:
1A', 1/2'and il4',
,w1.2030
iWVALUE
OUn PnrcE Oilrv $49 set

\\tr45 Piece GOUE SEl
1/4'R .3/8"R . 1/2'H . 5/g'R.3/4.R

WL.2O15 $99VALUE
bun pnle oiltY $49 set

E-mail: woodline @ woodbits.com

Visit us wooDBtTs
at ourWeb site: r*-tSlcg;,4

*Ez^Cr^'
WOODLINEUS,T

GREAT ROUTER BITS AND SHAPER CUTTERS
BEST SELECTION / BEST PRICE!

ORDERTOLL FREE

f -800-472-6950
WOODLINE USA. PO. BOX 298.TEMECULA. CA 92593

1i2'Shank
Router Bits

shop-proven products

Elirninate bandsaw
tension headaches
Bandsaw manufacturers recommend
relaxing the tension on your bandsaw
blade between jobs, but few of us do
because it's a pain. Carter's Quick Release
Bandsaw Blade Tension Toggle is just the
tonic to relieve that pain.

Fitting 14" bandsaws from Craftsman,
Delta, Jet, and Ridgid, a pull of the Quick
Release lever slackens all blade tension:
pushing the lever back up instantly
retensions the blade. Installation requires
disassembling the saw's tensioning mech-
anism, drilling mounting holes with the bit
that comes with Quick Release, anri
reassembling the tensioning mechanism.

If you change blade sizes, you'll still
have to retension for the new blade. Quick
Release helps here, too. I found that I
could center the new blade on the wheels,
temporarily tension the blade by lifting
(not locking) the lever, then spin the blade
by hand to check tracking.

At a price of $150, Quick Release may
not be for the economy-minded wood-
worker. But, if you have limited hand
strength, or want to maximize the life of
your bandsaw and blades, you'll find it
money well spent.

Quick Release Bandsaw Blade
Tension Togqle
Performance * * * * *

$150
Value * * * / i i i

Call Cader Products toll{ree at 888/622-7837, or
visit www.carterproducts.com.

Continued on page 110

-Tested by Jeff Hall
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shop-proven products

Protnctor angles for
position rryith precision
I was skeptical when I saw Gizzly adver-
tising a dial protractor for only $40. That's
why I was pleasantly surprised to find the
angle-setting gauge dead-on accurate at
every angle I measured with a set of
machinist's precision angle blocks.

You can use the G9900 Dial Protractor
to measure an unknown angle by match-
ing the beam and blade to the workpiece
and locking them in. Or, if you're brying
to set up a machine fence, table, or blade
to a specific angle, first lock in the angle
on the protractor and set the machine to
match it.

The G9900 Dial Protractor's large face
is marked in 5-minute (t/n") gradua-
tions-plenty accurate for any woodwork-
ing task. For measuring angles smaller
than 11o, an acute angle attachment (not
shown) attaches to the beam.al

-Tested by Garry Smith

Grizzly G9900 Dial Protractor
Performance * * * * *

* * * * *
Call Grizzly lndustrial aI8001523-4777, or visit
www.gnzzly.com.

Aborrt orrr
product testers
George Granseft runs ffie achitecfural millwork
prognm at a community nllege. Jeff Hall teaches

woodworking and offier technical skills to high-

schoal studenfs. Garry Smih is a machinist. Nl

are avid woodworkerg

$40

1 1 0

It's lour lurn Io Expt;rince lhe
frr;volutionary llgw ll0I{A n[n f000

It's driven l ike nothing else before it, and it turns l ike
nothing else you've ever experienced.

The new NOVA DVR 3000 lathe is built around an
exclusive beltless magnetic pulse drive motor that provides
higher torque, lOOo/o energy transfer, and digital speed
control - all housed completely in the headstock. lt actually
senses and responds to your turning.

Experience the revolutionary new NOVA DVR 3000 lathe
exclusively at your local Woodcraft store or see it on l ine at
www.woodcraft .com.

Dept.O2Wl10QD

ffi^.\NTADDCRAFT"
W:W\ry car, 1-800-542-gLLs

or visit us on line www.woodcfaft.com
117 Rosemar Road,
P.O. Box 1686,
Parkersburg, WV 26102-i:686

Circle No. 700
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Now Get 200 U.S. Postage Stamps
-up to 100 years old! onty $z

200 historic United States
postage stamps are yours for
only $2.

Hard to find and worth much
more, this collection is a real val-
ue. Each cancelled stamp tells a
piece of America's story - the
Presidents, patriots and places that
make our country the greatest.

These stamps are history you
hold in your hands, and up to
100 years old!

Send today and also receive

special collector's information
and pricelists along with other
interesting offers on approval.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed.
r - - - -  - - - - - t
! Giant Grabbag of U.S. Stamps I
QYes! Please senime the Giant crabuag of !
postally used United States stamps. Enclosed is i
$2. My satisfaction is guaranteed. Limit one. i

Citylstatelzip
Please send $2 with coupon to: I
Mystic Stamp Company, Dept SA454 I
9700 Mill Stree! Camden, iVy t33tO.OtOg I



rrvhatts ahead
Proiects for your horrren shopr and holiday gift giving

A sneak peek at the November issue of W00D' magazine (on sale October 1 5)

Child's desk
Here's the perfect complement to the bunk beds
and dresser found in this issue.

One-day workbench
Add storage and work surfaces to your shop with a minimal invest-
ment in time and materials.

Fendulum dollcradle
Want a big hug from that special little girl
in your life? Here's just the ticket.

Festive decorations
Add a craftsman's touch to your home's holiday

I--- atmosphere with this winter-
^-- il SCene and ornamenb.

%#

Rough carpentry and precision woodworking come
together in this time-honored home-building approach.

Hall bench and coatrack
Build one or both of these matching tradi-
tional home accents.

Arched candle holder
A few scraps of wood are
all you need to build this
classy centerpiece.

Rub otit your finishing headaches
Apply your favorite finish, then use these rubbing-
out techniques with fine abrasives to remove
impedections and achieve a dazzling sheen.

Tools, Techniques & features
Get your
money's wortr
in a random-
ortit sander
There's no sander
more useful than
one with random-
orbit action. We
tested a baker's
dozen to see which
ones worlr best.
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